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ABSTRACT
CHARACTERIZATION OF PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER OBJECTIVES IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: THE APPLICATION OF CONJOINT ANALYSIS AND 
OTHER SURVEY TOOLS TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LAMPREY RIVER
by
Shannon Rogers 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2007
M anagem ent plans for natural resources can be seen as multi-attribute 
goods tha t are held in the public domain and therefore require input from 
experts, stakeholders, and citizens. The state is coordinating an Instream flow 
study for the Lamprey River in the Seacoast of NH and this research adds a key 
com ponen t to the existing study. This thesis explains how the values and 
objectives of stakeholders and the general public were elicited. Fourteen 
stakeholders partic ipa ted  in an interview and survey process and 229 random ly 
selected residents of the Lamprey River Watershed com pleted surveys abou t 
they how use and value the river. Some of the possible conflicts in the 
Watershed were revealed through this process. Stakeholders value many 
aspects of the river including com m erce and recreation and the public residents 
are most concerned with the ecolog ica l integrity and public w ater supply 
aspects of the river above all other attributes.
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INTRODUCTION
M anagem ent plans for natural resources can be seen as multi-attribute 
goods tha t involve many different interest groups (including specific 
stakeholders, experts, and public citizens) and numerous decision criteria. In 
recent years it has becom e more acce p te d  that the m anagem ent of scarce or 
sensitive natural resources requires both expert and public input (NRC 1996). The 
former provides a basis for understanding natural systems and forecasting the 
likely outcom es of different policy or m anagem ent options, while the latter is 
necessary to  ensure tha t public values and concerns are incorporated in 
m anagem ent alternatives (Linkov et al. 2005) and that local knowledge is 
considered. This research is part of a larger natural resource m anagem ent 
pro ject in which there are very structured procedures for the involvement of 
experts. However, the public and stakeholder involvement methods were much 
less deve loped. Much of the research on public participation in environmental 
decision-making states that traditional methods of public hearings and public 
com m ent periods are not e ffective on their own as a means for involving these 
groups in the decision process (Laurian 2004; Depoe et al. 2004; Beierle &
Cayford 2002). This thesis is based on the hypothesis that utilizing a structured 
p ro ce d u re  th a t includes an assessment o f stakeholder and  pub lic  values as well 
as an exam ination of possible conflicts amongst various groups in concert w ith 
experts, will lead to more dem ocratic  and informed environmental decision­
making and m anagem ent processes.
1
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With increasing population and developm ent comes increased dem and 
for w a te r by all members of society including businesses, landowners, and local 
citizens. Each w ater user has different priorities regarding how the w ate r should 
be used and varying ideas about how much he or she should be entitled to use. 
As with most environmental policy issues, balancing com peting dem ands of all 
river w a te r users can often be contentious and confrontational (Sabtier e t al. 
2005). In addition to the anthropogenic needs, m anagem ent plans look to 
satisfy the eco log ica l requirements of the resource as well. Policy makers and 
scientists, both, seek to find methods for decision making tha t are less 
controversial. Engaged public and private stakeholder groups often hold 
com peting  views or priorities in relation to natural resource m anagem ent. These 
com peting  objectives can include environmental protection, jobs or econom ic 
opportunity, protection of cultural or religious traditions, recreation, and 
environmental justice. Consequently, the parties most interested in or im pacted  
by any environm ental/natural resource project may not be able to agree upon 
a com m on set of priorities or goals. Additionally, there may be some entities, 
such as fish and wildlife habitat, which are unable to speak for their own 
priorities. In many cases the experts involved in the decision making process 
must determ ine the requirements and needs of the entities tha t canno t speak for 
themselves. Due to increasing complexities and different perspectives, the 
scientific  experts and  stakeholder groups involved can o ften  feel d isco n n e c te d  
from each  other in the decision process. Partly because resources are scarce, 
and partly because some goals may be mutually exclusive, not all objectives 
held by all stakeholders can be satisfied in every instance (Seager et al. 2005).
2
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In most river systems in the country and even the world, tension exists 
be tw een w ate r w ithdrawal needs and the needs of the river ecosystem.
Instream flow  rules serve to ba lance the com peting needs of w ater withdrawers 
and the river ecosystem. Communities must prepare to m anage droughts, 
floods, and even just temporary water level fluctuations all while trying to m eet 
the needs of other w afer users.
This thesis presents the results of the developm ent of a m anagem ent 
m odel for assessing the needs and values of w afer users and watershed 
residents. The objective is to create and implement a decision analytic 
approach  to river m anagem ent that involves stakeholders and citizens with 
experts. To maintain the health and maximal functionality of a scare resource, 
states across America are developing water m anagem ent plans. Accord ing to 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 40% of surveyed rivers are not 
suitable for the uses for which States have designated them (including 
recreation, supporting fish and wildlife, etc.). Physical changes, like removing 
streamside vegetation, interrupting flows with dams, draining or filling wetlands, 
and bulk-heading channels along with point and non-point source pollution, also 
degrade  our w ater bodies (h ttp://w w w.epa.aov/rivers/vr w .htm l). Properly 
m anaging a river so that it can healthily provide for its designated uses is a 
cha llenge scientists, policy-makers, and the general public face  throughout the 
United States.
The state of New Hampshire has recognized the need to address the 
cha llenge of river m anagem ent and in 2002, a broad coalition of New 
Hampshire business and conservation interests joined together to enact
3
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com prom ise legislation which becam e Chapter 278, Laws of 2002 (from House 
Bill 1449-A). The legislation calls for a pilot program for instream flow pro tection 
on two of the fourteen designated rivers - the Lamprey River in the coastal 
watershed and the Souhegan River in the Merrimack watershed. With the adv ice  
and input of fhe statewide Rivers M anagem ent Advisory Com m ittee (RMAC), the 
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) a d o p ted  
Instream Flow Rules (Env-Ws 1900) effective May 29, 2003 tha t apply to the 
Souhegan and Lamprey Rivers. The rules describe the process for conducting  a 
Protected Instream Flow study and developing a Water M anagem ent Plan to 
im plem ent the study results. If the pilot program is successful, the rules will be 
am ended before they can be applied to other Designated Rivers 
fhttp://www.des.state.nh.us/rivers/instreaml throughout the state.
This research creates a framework for structuring a w ate r m anagem ent 
plan tha t includes expert, stakeholder, and public opinions while providing 
information to and offering recommendations for the Lamprey Instream Flow 
Study and W ater M anagem ent Plan development. In the pages to com e, 
recom m endations for a more balanced, structured, and inclusive w ater 
m anagem ent process will be m ade based upon research findings. These 
recom m endations include encouraging managers and decision makers to 
involve stakeholders and the public in the decision process early and 
throughout, utilizing a structured decision analysis process tha t focuses on values, 
assessing areas of possible conflict and evaluating m anagem ent alternatives in 
a m anner tha t is comprehensive to the public, experts, and other decision 
makers.
4
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While the current NHDES Instream Flow study includes the consideration of 
select stakeholder needs, it does not include an extensive examination of both 
stakeholder and public values. This research adds a key com ponent to the 
current pro ject and serves to create a truly multidisciplinary approach to  river 
m anagem ent, one that involves an extensive examination of the values of both 
a ffe c ted  stakeholders and public residents of the watershed. The current 
structure of the plan developm ent only includes technical surveys of a ffe c ted  
w ate r users and dam  owners. Public opinion is incorporated into the planning 
process in the form of public hearings and com m ent periods, which studies have 
shown are less effective methods of public participation in environmental 
decision- making (Laurian 2004; McKinney & Harmon 2002). This research 
focuses on the close involvement of w ater users, dam  owners, stakeholder 
groups, and the watershed's citizens, in a structured m anagem ent design. A 
research process like this enhances the Water M anagem ent Plan process in 
several ways, including: improved articulation and characterization of resources 
requiring protection, expanded generation of practical and feasible policy 
alternatives for protection of these resources, and enhanced understanding of 
conflicts or opportunities for compromise among different or conflicting 
stakeholder groups. These advances may contribute to the smoother 
im plem entation of the final Plan.
NHDES's current Instream Flow Study includes a number of tasks to be 
com p le ted  as outlined in Table 1. Most of the tasks are technical and require the 
expert knowledge of biologists, hydrologists, and engineers. As ind ica ted  by the
5
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shaded d ia logue box in Table 1, this thesis research fits in with the developm ent 
o f the w ate r m anagem ent plan.




1 Draft List of Instream Public Uses, 
Outstanding, Characteristics, and 
Resources (IPUOCR) entities
2 Assessment of Well Withdrawal Impacts 
on Surface Water
3 On-Stream Survey for IPUCOR entities
4 Report Describing IPUOCR entities and 
proposed Protected Instream Flow (PISF) 
Methods
5 PISF Assessments and Proposed PISF 
Report
6 PISF Public Hearing
7 PISF Report for the Lamprey River
8 Assessment of Water Use with the 
Established PISF
9 Development of Water Management 
Plan (WMP) Sub-Plans
10 Proposed WMP
11 WMP Public Hearing





interviews & surveys 
(both stakeholder 
and public)
Table 1. Tasks in Instream Flow Study and where thesis research fits in the 
process
It should be recognized that supply, dem and, and system operation can 
work in concert to satisfy com peting objectives. However, when a w ate r system 
is oversubscribed (excessive demands), undersupplied (extreme low river flow), 
or possesses insufficient storage, all needs cannot be met simultaneously. 
Moreover, the com peting objectives and perspectives of different stakeholders 
groups make it probable that no single “ best” alternative is likely to em erge tha t 
will satisfy all stakeholders. Therefore, the basic a p p ro ach  to  analysis must 
a ccom m o da te  multiple decision criteria, perspectives, and a variety of 
quantita tive  and qualitative scales. This research fits within a multi-criteria 
decision analysis (MCDA) framework, which has been used successfully in
7
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previous watershed m anagem ent issues in North America and Europe (e.g., 
Borsuk, et al., 2001; Gregory and Failing 2002; and, McDaniels, et al., 1999). 
MCDA can  help w ater managers understand how to assess different 
m anagem ent strategies when Instream Public Uses, Outstanding Characteristics, 
and Resources (IPUOCR) needs must be prioritized. The New Hampshire state 
governm ent legislatively mandates the identification and consideration of 
IPUOCRs. Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) informs the project by 
com bin ing experts and stakeholders to assist with the developm ent of the 
p ro tec ted  instream flow specifications, and the Water Use and Water 
M anagem ent Plans. This research is unique because of the m ulti-faceted 
approach  it takes to resource m anagem ent in which several social science 
research techniques, including interviews, surveys, and the application o f the 
marketing too l—conjoint analysis, are utilized in a step-wise process, building 
upon one another. The MCDA framework structures the entire process.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Lamprey River and its watershed.
Figure 1. Location of Lamprey River and its watershed in relationship to the 
rest of the state. M ap courtesy of www.lampreyriver.org
As the m ap in figure 1 shows, the Lamprey River is loca ted  in the Seacoast
area of New Hampshire. The River is a rural river in a growing parf of the state. In
the early 1990s, the National Park Service designated the Lamprey River as an
official Wild and Scenic River. In order to be considered a Wild and Scenic River,
segments of the river must have “ outstandingly remarkable” natural, cultural, or
recreational resource values (www.lampreyriver.org). The Lamprey has three
resource values for which it received designation. These resources include the
specia l e co lo g y  o f the river (it is an estuarine river and  the most im po rtan t
tributary of the Great Bay National Esturaine Research Reserve and the shores of
the river are largely undeveloped, which allows the river system to support a
w ide diversity of habitats and species); anadromous fish (the Lamprey is the
9
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considered the state's most important anadromous fishery); and archaeo logy 
(the river has two falls sites that are of historical significance) 
(www.lam preyriver.org). Because of the recognition of the river as an im portant 
resource in the state, groups of concerned citizens and riparian landowners are 
a lready well organized. These groups include a watershed association and a 
watershed advisory com m ittee that both interact with NHDES. Much of the 
activ ity and awareness of the river is focused on the lower portion of the 
w aterway, which is loca ted  in the towns of Durham, Lee, and Newmarket. In 
these towns the river is a prominent geomorphologic figure in the landscape as it 
is w ider and flows through parts of the town where there are roadways and 
bridges. It should be m entioned that there are a number of dams a long the river 
tha t are responsible for the current levels of flow and several ponds and 
reservoirs. Without these dams, the river's flow would be much less evenly 
distributed (Ballestero, personal communication, 4/13/07). The Instream Flow 
Study is only focused on a designated reach of the Lamprey River tha t is in 
Durham and Lee but the Water M anagem ent Plan that comes from the Study 
may have implications for the entire Lamprey River Watershed. The m ap in 
Figure 2 illustrates the towns in the watershed.
10
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Figure 2. M ap of the Lamprey River Watershed www.Lampreyriver.org
The facts tha t the Lamprey River is a rural river in a developing area o f a 
state which values its natural resources and it is a w aterway that has been 
designated by the federal government to receive special consideration and 
protection, both support the need for an extensive examination of stakeholder 
and public values regarding the m anagem ent of the river. Additionally, the 
a lready well-established network of individuals and groups who study and 
m onitor the river provides a basis from which to begin evaluating these 
objectives and opinions.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW
Those that are a ffected by a decision should have the right to partic ipa te  
in the decision process for a number of reasons, including the im portance o f 
local knowledge and the creation of wiser policy (Laurian 2004; Depoe, Delicath, 
& Elsenbeer 2004). In a dem ocratic society, the decisions abou t how natural 
resources are used and m anaged should involve the general public. Gaining 
stakeholder buy-in early in a decision making process has been shown to 
increase com pliance  with rules, regulations, and plans and therefore hum an 
health and the environment benefit. Engineers, managers, and planners can 
spend great amounts of effort (money and time) to create  m anagem ent 
scenarios that help the ecological and social com ponents of the environm ent 
but if those who will be a ffected by the m anagem ent plan feel tha t their values 
and needs were not taken into consideration, then the design process m ay be 
fruitless (Sabieter et al. 2005; Gregory & Wellman 2001).
Improving environmental decision-making is app licab le  to many areas of 
environmental planning and managem ent. The field of environmental decision­
making is relatively young, but important contributions have been m ade despite 
its youth. In 1996 the National Research Council outlined an analytic de liberative 
approach  to understanding risk. This approach laid a framework for involving 
citizens, stakeholders, and experts in decisions that include risk. Environmental
12
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m anagem ent issues inherently involve some type of risk. Recent research has 
shown tha t early involvement of public, non-expert stakeholder groups may 
significantly improve environmental m anagem ent processes and the subsequent 
decision-making processes, including policy making, or environmental design 
(Gregory & Keeney 1994; NRC 1996; Corburn 2002; Renn et al. 1995). Stakeholder 
input m ay com e in the form of helping to set the decision context, specifying 
objectives to  be achieved, identifying alternatives, and incorporating non-expert 
knowledge. There is also support for making more constructed and integrated 
decisions by focusing on stakeholder values (Keeney 1992; EPA 1999). While there 
is a body o f literature on varying methods to incorporate stakeholder values into 
environm ental decision-making (e.g. Dale & English 1999; Gregory & Wellman 
2001; Gregory & Keeney 1994; McDaniel & Roessler 1998; Wilson & Howarth 2002; 
Laurian 2004; Depoe Delicath, & Elsenbeer, 2004; Seager et al. 2006) the 
co n ce p t and practice  are still evolving (Rogers 2004). There are a num ber of 
stakeholder value elicitation and public participation methods one can 
implement. These include: public value forums (Keeney 1990), surveys such as 
decision pa thw ay (Gregory et al. 1997), contingent valuation (Gregory and 
Wellman 2001) or multiattribute value integration (Gregory 2000), stakeholder 
workshops (Gregory & Keeney 1994; McDaniels & Roessler 1998), com bination 
workshop and scientific model building (Borsuk et al. 2001), and adap tive  
m anagem ent techniques (Gregory et al. 2006). Communication is a key part of 
any decision process. Recent research on environmental com m unication and 
public partic ipation (Depoe et al., 2004) has contributed to a greater 
understanding of how to improve decision and m anagem ent processes.
13
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Com m unication network analysis has also been shown to  strengthen com m unity 
partnerships (Provan et al. 2005). This tool can be used to help communities 
becom e better able to respond to environmental issues. Lessons from watershed 
m anagem ent scenarios on collaborative and community-based approaches to 
decision making (Sabatier et al. 2005) can be applied to future case studies of 
w ater resource m anagem ent.
A main focus of these research methods is the meaningful involvem ent of 
stakeholders and the public in an environmental decision making process. 
Research has shown that early involvement of public, non-expert stakeholder 
groups m ay significantly improve environmental m anagem ent processes and 
the subsequent decision-making processes these involve, including policy 
making, or environmental design (Gregory & Keeney 1994; National Research 
Council 1996, Corburn 2002, Renn et al. 1995).
Multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) is one w ay of ba lancing the 
com peting  objectives of different groups vested in an environmental problem.
An innovative branch of decision analysis, MCDA is as an all-encompassing term 
tha t defines the processes used to help individuals or groups examine the 
multiple considerations that go into decision making while identifying the various 
trade-offs, conflicts and potential coalitions that exist within the decision context 
(Belton & Steward 2002). In an MCDA approach, a decision may be understood 
from multiple perspectives. The advan tage  of MCDA (over simple, single 
ob jective  optimization problems) is tha t MCDA can take into consideration 
multiple objectives and com pare alternatives in many different ways, as 
opposed to trying to reach one ultimate solution. The purpose of MCDA is to
14
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clarify the com plex decision problems, not optimally solve for the problem.
MCDA compares alternatives based on incommensurable criteria and allows 
conflicting components of the decision problem to be exam ined simultaneously 
(Hermans 2003).
A w ate r m anagem ent plan can be viewed as a multi-attribute good  and 
the framework of MCDA can be used to determine the various attributes to 
include in a consideration of m anagem ent plan alternatives. O nce the 
attributes are defined, a marketing technique called conjoint analysis m ay be 
useful for evaluating the relative importance of individual attributes. Ranking 
and Likert measures are often used in surveys of environmental goods and they 
provide an ordinal ranking of attributes, however they do not provide a strong 
measure of the im portance of one attribute relative to others. In addition, these 
survey techniques allow respondents to essentially rate all river characteristics 
and m anagem ent options highly, and do not force them to make tradeoffs 
betw een and am ong attributes and policies. Conjoint analysis, a techn ique 
often em ployed in marketing and recreation studies (Green and Srinivasan, 1978 
and 1990; Gineo, 1990; and Mackenzie 1990) and more recently used in 
com m unity developm ent research (Gruidl and Pulver 1991), ecosystem valuation 
(Stevens et al. 2000), ground water protection (Stevens et al. 1997), visibility 
(Halstead et al. 2001), and forest valuation (Boyle et al. 2001) circumvents some 
of these issues.
Conjoint analysis is designed to decompose a set of overall responses to 
“stimulus" factors (such as a list of product attributes) so tha t the utility of each  
attribu te  can be inferred from the respondents' overall evaluations of the stimuli
15
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(Green and Wind 1975; and Green and Srinivasan 1978, 1990). For exam ple, a 
study of consumer preferences regarding apple attributes presented survey 
respondents with a cho ice of attribute “ bundles” with five varied product 
characteristics; size, color, price, crispness, and flavor (Manalo 1990). Consumers 
then ranked each bundle and this information was used to estimate the 
im portance of attributes and attribute levels through decomposition of 
consumers’ ranking of alternative attribute combinations.
Another im portant characteristic of conjoint analysis is that it allows dis­
aggrega tion  of the relative im portance of each face t (e.g. recreational uses, 
w a te r supply) of a multi-attribute product (e.g. w ater m anagem ent plan). This 
judgm ent of the relative value of each attribute entails com plex tradeoffs. 
Conjoint measurement has the attractive feature of decomposing the 
respondent's original evaluations into separate and com patib le utility scales by 
w hich the original bundle choices can be reconstituted; a relative value of the 
im portance of each attribute can then be derived. In addition, this m ethod also 
will yield information on how sensitive decision makers would be to a change  in 
a single bundle attribute (e.g. paym ent for water withdrawals). Respondents will 
be  confronted with different attribute bundles; each bundle will conta in a 
num ber of different attributes a t varying levels. Respondents will rate variables 
from 1 (ideal) to 10 (totally unacceptab le). Blocks of these attribute bundles 
m ay be presented to survey sub-samples to obtain an orthogonal array for 
analysis. The orthogonal design, which treats all attributes as independent, has 
the desirable feature of reducing the size of design needed (i.e. sample size).
16
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Essentially, this implies that utility is additively separable in the attributes being 
analyzed (Mackenzie 1990; Addelman 1962).
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CHAPTER TWO
METHODS
This thesis utilizes a com bination of social science research methods 
including interviews and surveys as well as marketing analysis tools. The 
com bination of processes and the sequence in which they were conduc ted  is 
presented in an incremental process tha t is detailed in the flow chart in Figure 3.
1
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Analyze survey results with qualitative and 
quantitative methods and statistical tools.
Scoping Interviews: Conduct semi-structured 
qualitative interviews with 14 water users, dam 
owners, and other key stakeholders
Make recommendations to engineers and 
hydrologists on the project team to be 
incorporated into the water management plan
Use value statements from interviews to write 
summary document and identify conflicts
Use summary document and conflict identification 
to create survey for 14 stakeholders to verify 
results of interviews.
Use results from stakeholder survey to create 
watershed resident survey. Pretest survey 
on 30+ individuals. Send survey to 1,000 
randomly selected residents of Lamprey River 
Watershed.
Figure 3. Steps in Research Process
The Lamprey River Instream Flow Study and Water M anagem ent Plan 
deve lopm ent are m odeled after the Souhegan River study; these studies 
constitute the two pilot studies for the state of New Hampshire. The tasks in both 
studies are similar and the Souhegan project is nearing com pletion, thus it 
provides a solid foundation from which to model and expand the Lamprey 
pro ject. The existing Lamprey River study is taken further by expanding the 
m eaningful involvement of the stakeholders (including a ffec ted  w ate r users and 
dam  owners) and the watershed’s residents. Prior to beginning any of the
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research with human subjects (i.e. interviews), the entire pro ject was subm itted 
for review by the University of New Hampshire's Internal Review Board (IRB) and 
the project's a ccep tance  by the IRB is docum ented in Appendix A.
Affected Parties Value Elicitation/Stakeholder Involvement Methods
During the summer of 2006, 25 a ffected  w ater users, a ffec ted  dam  
owners, and other individuals with a vested interest in the Lamprey River Instream 
Flow Study were asked to partic ipate in interviews. Individuals were identified 
from listings of a ffected w ater users and dam  owners provided by NHDES. 
Background research identified additional stakeholders involved with the 
Instream Flow Study and the Lamprey River. Fourteen individuals agreed to 
partic ipa te  in one-on-one, semi-structured, qualitative, personal interviews to 
determ ine how they value and use the river and how they know when their 
values are being satisfied. Semi-structured is a social science research term that 
means the interviewer comes prepared with a list of quesfions fo ask (deta iled 
below) and based upon w hat the stakeholders say, the interviewer can ask 
unplanned follow-up quesfions. Interviews ranged in length from 15 minutes to 
over an hour and were voice recorded when accep tab le  to the interview 
partic ipant. A summary of the results of these interviews can be found in the 
results section of the thesis. During the interviews, a one-on-one conversation 
with each  of the key stakeholders centered on the following questions:
• What is important to you (or your organization) abou t the Lamprey River?
20
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• How do you know when the river is able to provide w hat is im portant to 
you (e.g., adequa te  flows to allow withdrawals, a ccep tab le  w ate r quality 
or eco log ica l habitat)?
• What do your customers (or constituents, or members) tell you abou t the 
river?
• How would you (or your organization) antic ipate responding to certa in 
m anagem ent plan alternatives? Do you have suggestions or 
recomm endations for such alfernatives or for how fhe plan should be 
developed?
• Is fhere anyone else we should speak with?
The questions were used to facilitate a discussion about the value of the river to 
the stakeholders and, thus, used as guidance. Other questions were asked 
based upon the stakeholders' responses to the initial questions.
The results from these interviews have been summarized and docum ented  
in an anonymous format. Major themes and areas of possible conflic t tha t will 
be im portant to consider when creating the Water M anagem ent Plan appea red  
in the summary process. The summary docum ent and conflict identification led 
to the creation of a brief survey for the stakeholders, which was administered to 
the 14 people  who partic ipated in the interviews via e-mail or mail (depending 
upon the stakeholders' preference). Results from all of these processes are 
presented in a forthcom ing section of this thesis.
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General Public Survev/Conioint Analysis Methods
In order to com pare the Lamprey River stakeholders to the general public 
in the Lamprey River Watershed, results from the stakeholder interview and survey 
process were used to create a larger survey to be sent to residents of the 
watershed. After developm ent of the written survey, it was pre-tested on over 30 
individuals. The pre-testers included undergraduate and graduate  students in a 
com m unity developm ent class a t the University of New Hampshire, several 
professors, and community members of varying socio-econom ic status in 
Durham, NH, which is one of the towns in the watershed and one of the tw o 
towns in the designated reach of the study. After pre-testing and revising the 
survey to reflect the comments of the many reviewers and pre-tested, the survey 
was printed and mailed to 1,000 randomly selected residents of the watershed in 
the late Fall of 2006. The residents were chosen randomly from U.S. Census tracts 
of the watershed by a com pany called Survey Sampling International. A multiple 
w ave  mail survey following a modified version of Dillman's ta ilored design 
m ethod was utilized (Dillman, 2000).
The survey of the general public was created to focus on the same issues 
presented to the stakeholder sample, and additional information on public 
values and priorities was gathered (See Appendix C for a copy of the final survey 
instrument). A key feature of this survey was to identify public/resident 
w atershed views on the most important issues that a river m anagem ent plan 
should address, and use standard measures such as rankings and Likert scales to 
determ ine the priority of these issues. While the in-depth interviews and 
stakeholder survery are geared toward stakeholders who will be directly
22
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a ffe c ted  by the w ater m anagem ent plan, the public survey serves to eva luate  
the views of those who live in the Lamprey watershed and may be less d irectly 
a ffe c ted  by the Water M anagem ent Plan. The watershed citizen survey gives a 
vo ice  to the general public that w ater managers can use to com pare  to the 
stakeholder values and consider in m anagem ent plan developm ent. In 
addition, the sample size allows the use of conjoint analysis to measure strength 
of preferences with more precision.
By consulting with experts on the Instream Flow Study team  and others, a 
list of possible w ater use changes can be developed. Examples of specific w ate r 
use changes that might be considered for incorporation in the w ater 
m anagem ent plan include:
• change  in the time or duration of withdrawals
• sharing or trading water (by agreem ent or by market forces)
• storage of w ater during high river flows (for example in aquifers)
• reductions in w ithdrawal shared among all users during critical times
• re-use of w ater or returning flow after use
• process changes
• tem porary shutdowns
• paym ent for water
These possible w ater use changes represent a series of econom ic and 
engineering techniques for w ater m anagem ent. The feasibility of the individual 
changes will depend on the results of the other aspects of the Instream Flow 
Study, including the determ ination of the biological requirements of the river and 
subsequent p ro te c te d  instream flow  levels.
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Conjoint Analysis
The conjoint model uses the general form RATING = f (x) where (x) is a set 
of aftributes as listed above a t varying levels. Since the variables are assessed in 
different units, model coefficients cannot be directly com pared to speculate on 
which m anagem ent plan characteristics are relatively more important.
However, hedonic price theory (Lancaster, 1966) provides some gu idance for 
interpretation. If I is a "m anagem ent plan bundle" with n attributes, so tha t I =
(ii in), where in refers to the quantity of the nth attribute, and utility U[ii in),X]
is weakly separable in I and its com ponent attributes, the marginal rate of 
substitution (MRS) betw een any pair of attribufes is independent of the 
consum ption level of any other goods (X). Thus, if two attributes ij and ik are 
varied across two alternative m anagem ent plan bundles (with all other attributes 
held constant) so that consumers are indifferent between the two bundles, the 
MRS betw een Ij and Ik is Uij /  Uik (Goodman, 1980; Mackenzie, 1993). In terms of 
the m odel results, this measurement is approxim ated by the ratio of the 
coefficients on the jth and kth variable. Regression analysis is used to estimate the 
model.
Four specific attributes are included in the conjoint analysis part of the 
survey, which is deta iled in the table below. These attributes were identified 
through the stakeholder interview and survey process as being key com ponents 
of a w a te r m anagem ent plan. Withdrawal amounts, recreational use, 
eco log ica l habitat, and community/business use of the river were the four main 
areas of concern that appeared from the stakeholder interviews and survey tool.
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W ithdrawal levels were determ ined by taking the current w ithdrawal amounts for 
the river (2 cub ic  feet per second [cfs]) and making a lower level (no 
withdrawals) and a higher level (5 cfs). Recreational use days were determ ined 
based on estimates from the study partners and com e from the idea tha t there 
are certa in minimum w ater flow levels a t which canoeing and kayaking is 
possible. However, one of the stakeholders also pointed out tha t there are types 
of recreation that are not entirely dependent upon w ater level, such as fishing, 
swimming, and ice-skating. Ecological health indicators com e from the New 
Hampshire Departm ent of Environmental Services' Biotic Index used to determ ine 
the health of w adab le  streams (NHDES 2006). The state has designated e ight 
official a ffec ted  w ater users (AWUs). AWUs are those individuals or business tha t 
are registered w ater users. To qualify as a registered w ater user the entity has to 
have a cum ulative w ater use tha t exceeds an average of 20,000 gallons per day 
in any seven-day period, or exceeds a total volume of 600,000 gallons in any 30- 
day period (Chapter Env-Wr 700). For the Instream Flow projects the AWUs 
w ithdraw al or return location has to be within 500 ft of the designated river, or 
within 500 ft or a river or stream in its tributary drainage area (Chapter Env-Ws 
1900) (Al Larson, personal communication). For the purpose of this study AWUs 
were translated into Community/Business Users and eight was the status quo.
Thus, a higher and lower level was created based on this m iddle point. The tab le  
be low  details the four attributes and the three levels for each attribute.
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Attribute Level
W ithdrawal Amounts 0, 2, 5 cfs
Recreational Use 40, 60, 80 days
Ecological Health Excellent, Good, Fairly Poor
Community/Business 5, 8, 15 users
Table 2. Attributes and Levels Included in the Conjoint Analysis Part of the Survey
General conjoint analysis assumes that consumers derive utility from the 
specific attributes or characteristics that make up a good. Each p roduct is 
m ade up of a set of attributes and preferences for the product are found by 
estimating the relative, as com pared to one another, im portance of p roduct 
attributes. Because the w ater m anagem ent plan attributes described above  
each  have three levels, there are 34=81 combinations. This number is m uch too 
large and tedious to ask survey respondents to evaluate. Addelm an (1962) puts 
forth orthogonal main effects plans for factorial experiments in order to reduce 
the number of combinations that need to be addressed in an experiment. The 
Basic Plan Two for 34 experiments calls for 9 trials to be set forth as shown in Table 
3.











Table 3. Addelman's Basic Plan Two for the setup of Water M anagem ent 
Alternatives to be ranked in the Conjoint Section of the Public Survey
In creating the conjoint analysis part of the citizen/resident survey the w ate r
m anagem ent plan scenarios were set in up using A ddelm an ’s Basic Plan Two.
Each of the attribute levels received a 0, 1, or 2 to ind icate its location in the
orthogonal array. Table four shows how the three levels of each attribute were
assigned 0, 1, or 2.
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0 1 2
W ithdrawal Amounts 0 2 5
Recreational Use 40 60 80
Ecological Health Excellent Good Fairly Poor
Community/Business Use 5 8 15
Table 4. Attributes/Levels and t heir Coding for the Basic Plan
From tha t coding, the orthogonal array in Table Five was utilized in the survey 
instrument. It has nine combinations in addition to the status quo condition














A 0 cfs 40 days Excellent 5 users
B 0 cfs 60 days Good 15 users
C 0 cfs 80 days Fairly Poor 8 users
D 2 cfs 40 days Excellent 8 users
E 2 cfs 60 days Fairly Poor 5 users
F 2 cfs 80 days Excellent 15 users
G 5 cfs 40 days Fairly Poor 15 users
H 5 cfs 60 days Excellent 8 users
1 5 cfs 80 days Good 5 users
J (status quo) 2 cfs 80 days Good 8 users
Table 5. Water M anagem ent Plan Combinal ions Includec in the Conjoint
Analysis Section of the Public Survey
While the conjoint analysis section of the survey represents only a part of 
the da ta  analysis, the analysis process itself requires some extensive explanation. 
Ranking da ta  provided by the respondents for the w ater m anagem ent plan 
scenarios is analyzed using ordinary least squares regression. The following 
m odel is used to estimate the part worths:
Y =  Bo +  B lX lin+B2X2in+B3X3in+B4X4in+B5X5in+B6X6in+B7X7in+B8X8in.
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Y is the rank assigned by the nth respondent to the ith com bination in the 
orthogonal array. Bo is the intercept term; B i,  B 2, . . . ,  Bs are the regression 
coefficients; xiin and X2in denote the level of the first attribute (in this case the 
w ithdraw al amounts attribute) in the ith combination; xsn and X4in denote the 
level of the second attribute (the recreational use attribute) in the ith 
com bination; xsin and X6in denote the level of the third attribute (the eco log ica l 
health attribute) in the ith com bination and X7inand xan denote the level of the 
fourth a ttribute (the community/business attribute) in the ith com bination. The Xs 
in the above  equation are expressed as dummy variables with the use o f effects 
cod ing  (Manalo 1990 credits Cohen & Cohen 1983 for the effects coding 
m ethod). All four attributes have three levels, so the coding goes as follows: (-1 ,- 
1) for the first level, (1,0) for the second level, and (0,1) for the third level. Please 
see Appendix D for further details of how the conjoint analysis was conducted .
Aside from the conjoint analysis section, the remaining parts of the 
resident survey ask respondents to rate and rank characteristics of the river, 
including the Instream Public Uses, Outstanding Characteristics and Resources 
(IPUOCRs) as determ ined by state law. Respondents are also asked for 
information on how they relate to and use the Lamprey River, the indicators they 
use to eva luate the quality of the river, who they think should be in charge  of the 
m anagem ent of the river and general background information. The survey also 
includes much information abou t the Instream Flow Study and thus served as an 
educa tiona l tool. A com plete copy of the survey is included in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS OF THE STAKEHOLDER SURVEY PROCESS
The interviews conducted  with the 14 stakeholders provided a rich
collection of qualitative information about how the Lamprey River is used and
valued. Results from the interviews are summarized by question below.
Question 1. What is important to you (or your organization) about the Lamprey 
River?
Responses to this question ranged from the natural qualities of the river to 
the financial/business amenities that the river provides. Conservation and 
preservation of the river, including the land next to the river were of high 
im portance to some while others stated that the river is a source of revenue, 
providing a vital com ponent of their business. In asking w ha t was im portant 
abou t the river, one can learn how interviewees perceived the river. Some took 
a watershed approach to the river and saw the watershed as d ivided into three 
areas: the upper river, the lower river, and the tributaries of the Lamprey. 
Respondents often had a m ultifaceted view of fhe river. For instance, if they 
used it as part of their business resources they may also have apprec ia ted  the 
river for its recreational and scenic qualities and other non-use values,1 such as
1 Non-use values refer to existence values that some individuals a ttach  to the 
mere knowledge of the existence of some thing as opposed to having d irect use 
of the thing.
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contributing positively to mental health. Several interview participants were 
riparian landowners of either the Lamprey River or one of its tributaries.
Current or potential future water supply was of im portance to some 
respondents. The river is not currently a large provider of w ater in the area but 
some stakeholders see it as a great resource for potential w ater needs in the 
growing Seacoast area. There is also some use of water for agricultural purposes 
in the watershed. The river is important to some respondents as it provides a 
location for w ater discharge from treatm ent facilities. Aside from providing or 
potentia lly providing more drinking and wastewater treatm ent needs for 
households/businesses, being able to use water from the Lamprey for irrigation, 
p roduct creation and maintenance, and other business needs, is of high 
im portance to some of the respondents.
A num ber of respondents com m ented on the recreational amenities the
river provides and how these were important aspects of the river. Fishing,
canoeing, and kayaking were the most common recreational amenities
discussed. Several cam pgrounds are located along the river. Boating and
swimming also take p lace on the ponds and lakes created by the dams on the
Lamprey. Maintaining these lakes and ponds for shoreline property owners as
well as other recreational users, is of high importance to some respondents.
Question 2. How do you know when the river is able to provide what is important 
to you (e .g ., a d eq u a te  flows to allow withdrawals, a cc e p ta b le  w ater quality or 
ecological habitat)?
Some interviewees had a difficult time answering this question a t first, thus 
an exam ple was used to illustrate w hat was meant by the question. The
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exam ple served to clarify w hat we were looking for by asking fhe question.2 
Respondents use a number of different metrics to determine when the river is 
ab le  to  provide w hat is im portant to them. These metrics include studies of 
w ildlife in the river that are conducted  as part of an effort to curtail the influence 
of deve lopm ent on the river system. Others test the water quality of the river 
through a voluntary program and the results are sent to the New Hampshire 
D epartm ent of Environmental Services (NHDES). Some respondents review the 
plans tha t involve developm ent along the river and com m ented on observing 
how  recreational users and others use the river. One respondent’s organization 
has formally surveyed landowners about how they value the river.
W ater level is a metric many use to evaluate the river and to determ ine 
w hether it is ab le  to provide w hat is im portant to them. For instance, the w ater 
level has to be deep  enough to provide for some uses while it cannot be too 
deep  for other uses. Some respondents noted that when they see certain types 
of vegeta tion  in the w ater (such as lily pads or algae) they know that the w ate r 
level is too  low. Some need the water to be deep enough to put their 
docks/boats in the water. Spring 2006 saw record rainfall and subsequent 
flooding in the Northeast and the Lamprey River watershed experienced 
significant effects from these storms. Thus, when speaking with most of the 
respondents they were still observing/dealing with the effects of too m uch water. 
Some interviewees lost business revenue or had extra logistical issues to a ttend  to
2 The difficulty some respondents faced  in answering the question was most likely 
a result of their lack of familiarity of describing the value an environmental good. 
This is a com m on occurrence in natural resource m anagem ent 
(www.ecosystem valuation.org)
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because of the excess water. In talking about water levels in the Lamprey, many 
respondents stated that the Lamprey is an unpredictable river and that w ate r 
levels quickly rise and then drop and vice versa. A few respondents, however, 
noted tha t they felt tha t the river has a pretty consistent and p red ictab le  flow. 
The discrepancies in this type of observation could result from the differences in 
location of the respondent, their levels of examination of the river and the 
closeness of their needs to the actual river. One respondent was interested in 
w hat the more scientific indicators of the river showed abou t the river’s health. 
This would include dissolved oxygen levels, nutrient levels, sedimentation and 
contam ination from septic systems.
Other respondents who use w ater from the river said tha t the Lamprey is 
able to m eet their needs when they can pump water from their wells or the river 
w ithout getting silt or other organic material in their hoses. Additionally, those 
that use the w ater for irrigation, have their needs met when they are ab le  to 
irrigate to a sufficient level. Those tha t use the river as part of a w ater supply 
system know tha t their needs are met when it can supply the am ount of w ate r 
required for certain activities. Most spoke in general terms abou t the 
appropria te  level of flow required for their needs but a few  gave specific cub ic  
feet per second measurements. Many noted that the w ate r level in the river is at 
its lowest during the months of August and September.
In addition to the river's w ater levels, some respondents discussed the 
levels in ponds and lakes that are created by dams on the Lamprey. Having 
enough w ater in these ponds and lakes to conduct recreational activities such
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as boating, is the metric by which some respondents measured the river's ability 
to provide w ha t is im portant to them.
Question 3. What do your customers (or constituents, or members) tell you about 
the river?
As with the previous two questions, many respondents had informative 
and varied answers to this question. However, for some, asking w hat their 
customers, members, or constituents tell them about the river caused initial 
feelings of suspicion, defense, or an inability to answer the question. Some 
thought tha t the question was implying that they might be misusing the river 
while others found the question inapplicable to their type of business or 
organization.
For those tha t were able to answer the question, the flow and flashiness of 
the river (which refers to the rivers’ w ater level rising and dropping quickly) was a 
com m on answer. Some respondents hear about the w ater quality and visual 
aspects of the river such as the level of w ater and algal blooms as well as 
unusual riparian plant growth and other activities along the river.
Many towns in the Seacoast area are becoming concerned abou t w a te r 
supply and they are planning ahead for future supply. Most towns are currently 
dependen t on groundwater but are not sure how long the groundw ater will last. 
For instance, the ongoing controversy in Nottingham with the USA Springs w ate r 
p lan t th a t will beg in  w ithdraw ing  g roundw a te r in the Lam prey w atershed, 
highlights how concerned local citizens are about water supply as many do  not 
know how  this w ithdrawal will a ffec t the Lamprey River. Some respondents 
com m ented  tha t their customers/members spoke with them abou t the "scenic"
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aspects o f the river, the sheltered calm  of the river and the pristine wildlife. They 
value the fa c t tha t there are few motorboats in parts of the river, which increases 
their enjoym ent of the river.
One respondent stated that citizens sometimes see w ate r w ithdraw al
activities and stop to ask what the organization is doing and w hether it has a
perm it to do  so. This respondent suspected that these citizens have seen others
w ithdraw ing in an improper manner and they might have a m isconception of
w ha t is being done. Residents along the river are very aware and m otiva ted to
organize to p ro tect the river. Some shoreline residents of the lakes and ponds
crea ted  by the dams along the Lamprey, com m ent on their ability to use the
w ate r recreationally, such as putting in docks or boats or fishing.
Question 4. How would you (or your organization) anticipate responding to 
certain m anagem ent plan alternatives? Do you have suggestions or 
recommendations for such alternatives?
This question proved to be very useful in determining respondents' ideas 
and opinions abou t the Instream Flow Study and Water M anagem ent Plan. For 
general comments, one respondent stated that he/she felt the public was 
unaware of the Instream Flow Study and subsequent Water M anagem ent Plan 
and tha t publicity should be increased (including press releases and interviews) 
abou t the pro ject so that the public is aware of w hat is happening. Increasing 
publicity before the m anagem ent plan is implemented will reduce the level of 
surprise am ongst local citizens. Another respondent stated tha t he hoped to be 
involved in the study and m anagem ent plan process and therefore will be 
com fortab le  with the outcom e of the study and any subsequent regulations. Yet 
another respondent suggested obtaining a w ide range of opinions and interests
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from the a ffec ted  parties in the watershed but also conceded  tha t obta in ing ail 
of these points of view was quite challenging. This shows that the process of 
develop ing the m anagem ent plan may be as important as the plan itself.
Others provided more specific comments such as the fa c t tha t they 
w ould consider assisting with a m anagem ent plan that involved ponds and lakes 
being used as w ater storage during higher flow times. In this case, the dams that 
c rea te  these bodies of water could release water during low flow  time to help 
m aintain flow. Some respondents continued to mention tha t the flashiness of the 
river should be considered in making any m anagem ent plans as well as 
suggesting tha t a watershed approach should be taken in planning. Riparian 
buffers were other concerns as well as the im portance of creating uniform 
shoreline zoning regulations along the river. One respondent po inted out the 
possible political conflict regarding the designated area of the river. Because 
only the designated portion of the river (in Lee and Durham) is being studied this 
respondent was concerned about how other communities would respond to 
m anagem ent alternatives considering that the portion of the river in their 
com m unity may not be designated. This was a continuation of them e of the 
divide betw een the upper and lower river.
Maintaining sufficient levels to keep up with business needs and doing 
w hat is best for the river by not disrupting nature, were other suggestions for 
w ate r m anagem ent plan alternatives. Some respondents expressed the need to 
have lead-tim e to ad ap t to any new m anagem ent alternatives. Several w ater 
users stated tha t they could probably institute conservation methods, reducing
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some of their w ater consumption. Others were not exactly sure how much w ater 
they needed  “ to ge t by."
Many respondents suggested prioritizing water use and their priority 
rankings varied depending on w hat sort of activity they, themselves, 
partic ipa ted  in. Some also felt that they should be given special consideration 
based upon the efficiency of their w ater use practices and/or the fa c t tha t a 
portion o f the w a te r they use is recycled quickly back into the groundw ater or 
river. Some respondents who use w ater from the river had possible alternative 
w a te r supplies, while others did not. A portion of those who had a backup 
supply of w ate r stated that the alternative would be more expensive and less 
pred ic tab le . One respondent pointed out that their organization was looking for 
a lternative w ater supplies but with new w ater supplies often comes more 
deve lopm ent and increased growth in the area, a correlation that can  bring 
controversy in communities. The im portance of access points for public use of 
the river was also mentioned as a consideration.
A w a it and see attitude is being adop ted  by a number of respondents. 
They plan to  adjust when they find out w hat the m anagem ent plan will entail. 
One respondent was concerned about the science behind the study and 
com m ented  tha t he would like to see more of a legitimate basis for the plans. 
A lthough he was skeptical about the science, this respondent was confident that 
a comprom ise could be developed and balance could be achieved. Others 
echoed  their con fidence in the ability of the research team  to find an 
a cce p ta b le  compromise and that is was important to get the interested parties 
toge ther to  work out the issues (as is being done through the Water
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M anagem ent Planning Area Advisory Com m ittee (WMPAAC) and the Technical 
Review C om m ittee (TRC)). No one suggested that a compromise was impossible. 
Question 5. Do you have other comments?
All respondents were willing to assist in future research measures and 
many ap prec ia ted  being involved in the process. They were also helpful in 
suggesting other people with whom w e should talk. Some com m ented  tha t they 
w ould like to see more outreach concerning how citizens in the watershed can 
use w ater more sustainably. Although most respondents had a well deve loped  
perspective on the river, which usually was based upon their affiliation with an 
organization or business, some also wore more than one hat when it cam e to 
w ater use. For instance, some business owners also used the Lamprey for 
recreational purposes.
Others com m ented on how they would like to increase their ability to use 
w ater from Lamprey in the future. Some spoke about misconceptions the public 
had abou t their w ater use and how these misconceptions have been reversed in 
a few cases.
Analysis of Interviews Summary
Many respondents appeared to be exhibiting strategic behavior in answering 
the interview questions. Water use is a key concern in the Seacoast area of the 
State w here  the Lamprey River W atershed is lo ca te d . This conce rn  m akes sense 
because o f the growing population in the Seacoast and the subsequent w ate r 
use concerns that com e with increasing population sizes. All respondents are 
aware o f the potential consequences of the Instream Flow Study and W ater
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M anagem ent Plan in that it may a ffect their ability to use the w ate r from the river 
and therefore know that there is a possibility that they will be a ffec ted  by the 
plan. It is im portant for the experts involved in the Instream Flow Study to be 
aware of these feelings and behaviors as it makes them conscious of challenges 
that m ight be in p lace  when they try to implement the results of the study 
through the w ater m anagem ent plan.
One of the primary objectives of this research is to bring stakeholder and 
public values into the planning process in order to create a more inclusive and 
informed m anagem ent process. The stakeholder interviews provide a forum  for 
teasing out the possible conflicts that are likely to arise in the m anagem ent o f a 
sensitive and scarce natural resource. Because the interviews were co n d u c te d  
with a variety of different stakeholders who use and apprecia te  the river in many 
ways, there were a number of areas of possible discord, including the follow:
• Upper river vs. Lower river- communities in the lower river are more a ffluent 
and the river is more of a prominent geom orphic feature in these 
communities as it is w ider and has a greater flow. The upper part of the 
Lamprey river is narrower and less prominent in the towns in which it flows.
The portion of the river designated in the study is in the lower river.
• Watershed vs. Useshed-those that use the river may not live in the actua l 
watershed but may be more connected to the river than the some peop le  in 
the actua l watershed.
• Com m ercial Uses vs. “Ecological" Uses
• Direct withdrawal of water from the river vs. indirect use of water in the river 
vs. passive use of the river-how water is used could be a source of conflic t. 
Indirect use can  be in the form of recreation while passive uses can include 
scenic and existence values associated with the river.
• Full confidence in the Decision Making Process vs. Lack of Confidence in 
some aspect of the Decision Making Process
• Rights to Future Use of Water vs. Right to Continue Current Use of Water
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• Town vs. Town -m any towns within the watershed either use the river for some 
sort of w ate r supply or wastewater discharge and/o r see it as a potential 
w a te r supply.
• Development of Future Water Supplies vs. Physical Development that Usually 
Follows New Water Supplies-when looking for alternatives to the Lamprey 
River for w ater supply, developing new w ater supplies is an option for some. 
However, with the developm ent of new water supplies often comes more 
physical developm ent (housing, business, etc.).
• Profit-making from the River vs. Use/Enjoyment of the Rivers vs. Preservation-
can all of these values be satisfied a t the same time?
• Riparian Landowners vs. Other Users (public access issues, etc.)
• Dam Storage/Reservoirs for Recreational Purposes vs. Dam Storage/Reservoirs 
for Flow m anagem ent purposes/flood flows/downstream needs/water supply 
for wells
•  Com plete Water Use vs. Some Water Recycled Back into the System-some
w ate r users who w ithdraw  from the river felt that they should be given special 
consideration because some of their w ater use was recycled back into the 
system.
It is useful to create  a list such as the one above because it serves as a basis for 
the survey instruments to follow in the research process. Additionally, it helps to 
outline areas tha t experts should be aware of during the creation of a w ater 
m anagem ent plan for the Lamprey River. Although this is an extensive list of 
d ivergent issues, a majority of the concerns can be categorized into different 
types of w a te r usage: extractive, consumptive, and passive. The vast majority of 
conflicts are focused around the w ithdrawal of water (extraction) from the river 
or surrounding wells a n d /o r ponds or lakes c re a te d  by dams a long  the river.
There are a few  conflicts associated with indirect use (consumption), which can 
be described as recreation or use of the w ater created by dams. Passive uses of 
the river can be defined as scenic values, riparian values, and eco log ica l values.
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No one stated tha t they felt the river should remain unused in com ple te  
preservation. However, there were varying levels of conservation values and it is 
possible tha t some of these values could clash.
As stated above, the conflict identification was used to crea te  a survey 
for stakeholders to prioritize the conflicts and verify the interview summaries. 
Eleven of the 14 stakeholders responded to the request for addifional assistance 
by answering the survey either through e-mail or postal mail. Ten stakeholders 
com p le ted  the entire survey and one stakeholder responded tha t he felt he 
cou ld  not answer the survey w ithout being subjective. Considering this 
stakeholder’s job  as a political figure, they felt that all conflicts should be equally 
im portant. In addition to reviewing a list of conflicts and their general 
im portance, the stakeholders were asked to draw lines amongst many of the 
IPOCURs (which are Instream Public Uses, Outstanding Characteristics, and 
Resources as designated by law to be considered in the Instream Flow Study). 
The line drawings are supposed to ind icate which IPUOCRs could possibly be  in 
con flic t w ith one another. IPUOCR entities included fish and wildlife habita t, 
housing values, access to the river, health effects, water supply, property taxes, 
public input, econom ic developm ent, recreation, protection of land a long the 
river, agricultural needs, w ater quality, and cultural/historical values.
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The responses to the conflict line drawings were tallied by counting the 
num ber of lines between each entity. The responses to the conflict line drawings 
are summarized in Table 6, which shows the most frequent conflicts on the 










fish & wildlife 
habitat 2 6 5
access to the 
river 2 2 2
housing values 1 1 3 1
health effects 2 2 3
water supply 2 5 5
property taxes 5 1
public input 1 3 2
economic
development 6 5
recreation 3 2 1
riparian




1 2 3 2
cultural/historic 
al values 1 3
Table 6. Conflict Line Drawing Tally-the entities on the top row represent those 
with the most line drawings and thus the most potential for conflict with other 
entities
After tallying all of the line drawings among the entities tha t m ay conflic t from 
the 10 stakeholder surveys that were returned, tally marks for each IPOCUR were 
summed and narrowed so as to group the entities with the most tally marks. Four 
entities appeared  after narrowing it down to the entities tha t had over 20 conflic t
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line drawings. These are the entities listed in the top row of table 6: fish and 
wildlife habitat, w ater supply, econom ic development, and agricultural needs. 
Respondents seemed to feel strongly that fish and wildlife habita t would conflic t 
w ith many of the other entities, particularly econom ic developm ent. Economic 
deve lopm ent conflic ted with almost all of the other entities, showing tha t it was a 
concern of the stakeholders. It is interesting to note that respondents found tha t 
agricultural needs would also conflict with many of the other entities, especially 
fish and wildlife habita t and w ater supply. In general w ater supply is a top  
concern, as many respondents suggested that it would conflict with other 
entities. It is also interesting to note that water supply seems to com e in con flic t 
more than w ater quality.
The stakeholder interview process identified a number of possible conflicts 
regarding the Instream Flow Study and Water M anagem ent Plan’s 
im plem entation in the watershed. In order to verify and prioritize these conflicts, 
stakeholders rated the im portance of the top 10 conflicts. The results of this part 
o f the survey are summarized in Figure 4.
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Conflict Importance
■  Very Important 
E3 Somewhat Important 
$j— " ;□ Not Important
Conflict Num ber
Figure 4. Graph of Conflict Importance in Stakeholder Survey
All those respondents that answered the conflict-rating question stated tha t the 
boundaries of the study would be a very important conflict to consider. The 
conflic t betw een commercial and ecological uses of the river was also 
considered very important. This confirms the strong emphasis in the con flic t line 
drawing question between fish & wildlife habita t and econom ic developm ent.
The final section of the stakeholder survey asked respondents to m ake any 
com m ents they thought would be useful to the Instream Flow Study, W ater 
M anagem ent Plan, and/or the survey tool. Overall, the results from the survey 
in d ic a te d  th a t m uch of the interview summary was in te rpre ted  co rrec tly  a nd  
tha t the many conflicts identified deserved consideration.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS OF PUBLIC SURVEY
The stakeholder survey allowed the verification of conclusions tha t had 
been drawn from the interview process as well as the prioritization of some of the 
conflicts tha t may exist in the watershed. Verifying and prioritizing allowed the 
creation o f a general public survey with more confidence abou t the information 
tha t should be included in the second survey tool. For instance, because the 
stakeholders responded so positively to the conflict line drawing question, the 
general public survey tool included questions about potential conflicts in the 
watershed.
In the Fall of 2006 1,000 survey booklets and introductory letters were 
m ailed to a random  sample of watershed residents. Postcard reminders were 
sent tw o weeks after the first mailing and a second mailing of 700 surveys was 
co n du c ted  approxim ately two weeks after the postcard reminders (Dilman 
2000). In total, 60 of the surveys cam e back as undeliverable. Two hundred 
twenty-nine partially or fully com ple ted  surveys were returned betw een the two 
mailings, which yields a response rate of 24%. While the response rate was lower 
than hoped for, it still yields a sufficient sample size and variation to allow  for 
statistical analysis. All of the survey da ta  entry was com ple ted by one individual 
and  the same individual double-checked a random sample of 10% of the
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sample. In the checking process, only one minor da ta  entry error was 
encountered. This check seemed adequa te  to proceed confidently w ith the 
analysis of the rest of the surveys. Data from the public survey were analyzed 
using the statistical analysis software, Stata.
Results of Conjoint Analysis Part of the Survey3 
M analo ’s (1990) procedure for analyzing conjoint ranking responses was 
utilized and included a number of tests that estimate the part worths for each  of 
the four w ater m anagem ent plan attributes and determ ine the im portance and 
level of significance of each attribute. These tests ind icated that all levels of the 
attributes: w ithdrawal amounts, recreational use, and eco log ica l health, are 
significantly different from each other level within the individual attribute. Only 
one of the community/business use attribute levels was significantly different
3 After the implementation of the survey, it was determ ined tha t the orthogonal 
array design for conjoint had been inadvertently set up incorrectly for one of the 
stimuli. In the w ater m anagem ent plan scenarios, m anagem ent plan D 
conta ined one level of an attribute that should have been a different level. In 
the public survey the ecological health attribute level for Plan D was written as 
“ excellent" while it was supposed to be "g o o d ” according to the orthogonal 
array design set forth in Addelm an (1962). Orthogonality is used to randomize 
the stimuli as well as make the combinations for ranking much more 
m anageable  for survey respondents while allowing the uncorrelated estimates of 
main effects. Because of this typographical error the orthogonality of the set of 
w ater m anagem ent plans has been vio lated and the results of the conjoint 
analysis section of the survey must be viewed with this violation in mind. While 
some scholars indicate that ortongonality may not be a necessary condition in 
experimental design (Haaijer 1999, Weston & Fitzgerald, 2004), it is still im portant 
to make note of this oversight. It is impossible to determ ine the exact e ffec t of 
this error but we can hypothesize that the e ffect may not have drastically 
a ffec ted  the respondents' strong emphasis on ecological health as the most 
im portant of the four attributes. The conclusion and discussion part of this thesis 
will make mention of the need to consider this caveat in drawing conclusions 
from the conjoint aspect of the survey. It should also be noted tha t the other 
questions of the survey are unaffected by this error and tha t the results and 
analysis from those questions can be considered to be representative of the 
respondents.
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than the others. Through conjoint analysis, it can be said that the w ithdraw al 
level of five cub ic  feet per second is the most preferred by respondents. 
Additionally, 40 recreational days is the most preferred recreational use level and 
excellent is the most preferred ecological health level. Because of the lack of 
significance, a statement about community/business use cannot be m ade. The 
fa c t tha t the highest w ithdrawal amount and the lowest recreational use days 
are the most preferred may be a result of the respondents' willingness to trade  
o ff other attributes in order to obtain an excellent ecological health attribute. 
These trades will be discussed further below.
In conjo int analysis the measure of the relative im portance of an attribu te  
is derived by obtaining the difference between the part-worths of the most 
desired level and part-worth of the least desired level. Table seven outlines the 
im portance of each attribute and shows how ecological habita t is by fa r the 
most im portant attribute to survey respondents.
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Attribute Importance Percent
W ithdrawal Amounts 0.75 10
Recreational Use 0.98 14
Ecological Health 5.27 73
Community/Business Use 0.22 3
Table 7. Relative Importance of Water Managem ent Plan Attributes Based on 
Estimated Part-Worths
Conjoint analysis can also be used to determine which of the 
m anagem ent plans were most desired by the respondents based on the 















A 0 cfs 40 days Excellent 5 users I
B 0 cfs 60 days Good 15 users 9
C 0 cfs 80 days Fairly Poor 8 users 6
D 2 cfs 40 days Excellent 8 users 2
E 2 cfs 60 days Fairly Poor 5 users 7
F 2 cfs 80 days Excellent 15 users 3
G 5 cfs 40 days Fairly Poor 15 users 5
H 5 cfs 60 days Excellent 8 users 4
1 5 cfs 80 days Good 5 users 8
J (status quo) 2 cfs 80 days Good 8 users 10
Table 8. Water M anagem ent Plan Cumulative Rankings by Respondents4
Overall, respondents preferred Plan A over all other plans. The top  four 
plans were the ones that included an “ excellent" rating for fhe eco log ica l health 
attribute. This shows that respondents were willing to trade off the other 
attributes in order to obtain an excellent level of ecolog ica l health. After 
eco log ica l health, the respondents’ tradeoffs becom e less clear. The fifth most
4 Again, the rankings should be considered in light of the cavea t discussed in 
foo tno te  number 3 on page 48.
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preferred com bination includes the highest levels of w ithdrawal (5 cfs) and the 
highest number of community/business users (15 users, however this canno t be 
com m ented on directly because community/business users was not statistically 
significant), the lowest level of recreational use (40 days) and the lowest 
eco log ica l health level (fairly poor). Overall, the status quo m anagem ent plan 
was the least desired by the respondents. The individual part-worths for each  
com bination are included in the conjoint analysis section of the Appendix 
(Appendix D).
Results of Non-Conjoint Analysis Parts of fhe Survey
In addition to the conjoint analysis question, the citizen/resident survey 
asked respondents a number of other questions about how they use and  value 
the Lamprey River. A summary of the responses to the other questions follows.
Respondents cam e from 13 towns in the watershed and the frequency of 
response from each town is detailed in figure 7 and tab le 9. The sample was 
evenly distributed based upon the number of households in the census tracts 
tha t were included within the boundaries of the watershed. Because Lee was 
once a village of Durham and thus has the same zip codes, the mailing lists of 
the random  sample only included Durham addresses and thus the tally of 
respondents for Durham and Lee musf be considered together. That being said, 
the  m ajority of respondents cam e  from  Newm arket and  Durham /Lee. The 
Lamprey is a very prominent physical natural resource in these communities and 
this familiarity of may explain the increased responses from the three towns.
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D istribu tion  o f S urvey Responses by Tow n
Towns
Figure 5. Distribution of Survey Responses by Town
Town Response Rate/Percentage
Barrington 12/70 17%
C andia 17/60 28%
Deerfield 19/65 29%










Table 9. Distribution of Survey Response Rates and Percentages by Town
Survey respondents were asked to indicate how they would characterize 
their connection  to the Lamprey River and were instructed that they cou ld  
check as many affiliations as applied. The results of this question are de ta iled  in 
figure six. Not surprisingly, most ind icated that they were simply residents of the 
watershed but some did not believe or know they were residents of the 
watershed (although their mailing address did place them in the watershed). 
Recreational users to ta led 95 of the 221 individuals that answered this question. 
Respondents indicating owning land along the river tota led 17.
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Figure 6. Frequency of Respondents Connection with the River and Percentage  
of Respondents indicating Each Type of Connection
In order to understand how residents of the watershed were using the 
river, survey respondents were asked to indicate the level of frequency with 
which they com ple ted  a variety of activities. Driving by the river was an activity 
tha t a majority of respondents said they did frequently. It is im portant to note 
tha t this was not necessarily an intentional use of the river. Many respondents 
frequently saw a sign or business that had the word “ Lamprey" in it. Walking by 
the river and viewing wildlife along the river were activities done “sometimes” by 
a majority of respondents. Recreational activities such as boating (including 
kayaking and canoeing and fishing, were com pleted “sometimes" by abou t 80 
and 70 respondents, respectively.
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Frequency of River Related Activities 
done by Residents of the Lamprey 
River Watershed
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Figure 7. River Related Activities Completed by Survey Respondents
As described earlier in the thesis, the State has m andated  tha t certa in 
resources, uses, and characteristics of the Lamprey River be pro tected . The 
public resident survey asked respondents to rank a listing of selected river 
characteristics from one to eleven, with one being the most im portant. The 
aggrega ted  results of that rating are shown below.
\
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W ater quality pro tection /pub lic  
health
2.9 2 2.1 2.6-3.2 185
Conservation and preservation of 
the river
3.4 3 2.2 3.0-3.7 185
Natural qualities of the river 
(wildlife habitat, sensitive species)
3.8 4 2.1 3.5-4.1 185
W ater Supply (current and /o r 
potential)
4.7 4 2.9 4.3-5.1 184
Recreation (fishing, boating, 
canoe ing, kayaking, scenic 
cam ping , docks)
5.7 6 2.6 5.3-6.1 184
Aesthetic/scenic qualities 6.2 6 2.5 5.8-6.5 184
Issues concerning land along the 
river
6.9 7 2.5 6.5-7.2 184
Agricultural uses of the water 7.4 8 2.2 7.0-7.7 184
River’s role as a p lace  for 
discharge from w afer treatm ent 
facilities
7.7 9 3.2 7.3-8.2 184
Cultural/h istorica l/archaeological
values
7.8 8 2.3 7.5-8.2 184
Revenue the river provides 9.4 10 2.0 9.1-9.7 185
Table 10. Ranking of River Characteristics
Based on the means and medians of the responses, water quality is the most 
im portant characteristic. Conservation and preservation of the river, natural 
qualities of the river, and w ater supply round out the top four. It is pretty c lear 
tha t revenue the river provides is the least im portant characteristic with the 
highest m ean (9.4) and the lowest standard deviation.
The metrics watershed residents use and w hat metrics they think should be 
used to eva luate  the health of the Lamprey River are im portant considerations 
for a w a te r m anagem ent plan. Respondents stated that they or others use or 
should use w ater quality testing, wildlife studies, w ater clarity, the presence of
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Ability to pump w ater 96
Others Rec Use 73
Other 8
Table 11. Indicators Respondents Stated Should be Used to Evaluate the Health 
of the River
In resource m anagem ent planning there can often be tension in 
decid ing  which entities and individuals have control over the use of the resource 
being m anaged. Survey respondents were asked to weight four entities out of 
100 percentage points to indicate w hat percentage of fhe control each  entity 
should have. The results of this exercise showed that the state regulatory agency  
was w eigh ted  heaviest, receiving an average of 38%. Residents of the 
watershed had the next highest average a t 22.5% and local officials rece ived an 
average of 20%. This could be an issue of residents feeling the state should lead 
the process but w ith substantial citizen input.
Before survey respondents were asked to fill out the conjo int analysis 
section of the survey, they were asked to com pare the four attributes of the 
w ater m anagem ent plan in a series of pair-wise comparisons. In each 
comparison, eco log ica l health was preferred to a much greater extent than the 
other attributes. In fact, the counts for eco log ica l health represented 582 or 47% 
of the to ta l count. Withdrawal amounts represented 25%, recreational use
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represented 20%, and community/business use represented 9%. The tabu la ted  
results ap pea r in Table 10.





One Withdrawal Amounts 119 Recreational Use 87 206 0.58 0.42
Two Ecological Flealth 201
Community/Business
Use 5 206 0.98 0.02
Three Recreational Use 13 Ecological Health 192 205 0.06 0.94
Four Ecological Health 182 Withdrawal Amounts 23 205 0.89 0.1 1
Five Withdrawal Amounts 156
Community/Business
Use 43 199 0.78 0.22
Six Community/Business 61 Recreational Use 139 203 0.31 0.69
Table 12. Results of River Attributes Pair-wise Comparison Question
Just as the stakeholders were asked to draw lines am ong river 
characteristics tha t m ight be in conflict, so were the residents in the larger survey.
While the individual conflict lines were not tallied for the much larger 
sample, it was still evident that a majority of respondents found econom ic 
developm ent to be in conflic t with many of the other characteristics, especially 
fish and wildlife hab ita t and w ater supply. Twenty-four respondents had heard of 
the Lamprey Instream Flow Study and 198 stated that they had not heard of the 
study. Various sources of learning about the study included interaction w ith 
facu lty  or students a t UNH, working for a state agency, through the Lamprey 
River Advisory Com m ittee, friends, newspaper, and conservation groups. One  
hundred fourteen respondents said that they would like to learn more ab ou t the 
Instream Flow Study. Ninety-three respondents said that they are not interested 
in learning more about the study. Some of the top suggestions for the best w ay 
for them to learn more abou t the study would be: e-mail, mail and town 
meetings.
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In order to com pare the survey sample to the general population, 
background information co llected from the survey respondents was com pared  
to U.S. Census da ta  for the two counties in which the watershed lies. U.S. Census 





































52 100 65 68 33 67
Table 13. Respondent Information Compared to Census Information for the two 
Counties in which the Lamprey River Watershed is located
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Table 11 shows how the survey respondents com pare to the population in the 
local counties. Instead of requesting exact income, asking respondents to 
ind icate  their household income range was seen as less of an invasion of 
privacy. However, some respondents still did not provide any information abou t 
their incom e. The median income range for survey respondents is close to, if not 
slightly higher, than the counties' median income. Median age is much higher 
than the local figures as is the percentage of males. Both of these facts could 
be explained by the random sample used as the sample was of residents of the 
watershed. O lder respondents may have filled out the survey and because the 
survey was sent to “ heads of household", which in most cases is still a male, the 
large percentage of male respondents could be a function of the head of the 
household filling out the survey. The random sample was dom inated  by male 
names. The percentage of respondents with a bachelors degree or higher is 
much greater than the county percentage. Again, this may have to do  with the 
nature of the survey and response bias-- meaning that those with more 
education filled out the survey.
Survey respondents were also asked to describe their familiarity w ith the 
Lamprey River. 46% stated that they were somewhat familiar and 20% stated 
tha t they were very familiar with the river. In total two-thirds of respondents were 
familiar with the river. It is logical to think that those who are familiar w ith a 
resource will be more likely to respond to a survey regarding the particular
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resource.
Familiarity with the Lamprey River





o Somewhat unfamiliar 11%
Very unfamiliar 9%
Don't know H  1%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Percentage
Figure 8. Results from Familiarity with Lamprey River Question
Survey respondents reported living in the watershed for an average of 15 
and the m edian was 11, with a maximum number of years being 65.
Observations M ean Median Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum
214 15 11 16 0 65
Table 14. Average Number of Years Lived in the Watershed by Survey 
Respondents
Aside from the summary information presented in the previous pages, 
other statistical tools such as correlation and regression analysis were used to see 
if there w ere any patterns and relationships in the data. None of the regression 
analyses of respondent background information (such as education, incom e, 
years lived in the watershed) against rankings for selected characteristics of the 
river (the 11 IPUOCRs deta iled in previous analysis) were significant. The results of 
the regression analyses are loca ted  in Appendix E.
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Some of the correlations of the type of connection with the river and the 
ranking of river characteristics as well as the correlations of individual river 
characteristics are worth mentioning. The strongest correlations are listed in 
tab le  15.
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Variables Correlation Coefficient
Recreational User and indicated 
partic ipa ting  in kayaking/canoeing/boating
0.584
Recreational User and indicated 
partic ipa ting  in fishing
0.453
Recreational User and indicated 
partic ipa ting  in swimming
0.495
Recreational User and indicated 
partic ipa ting  in wildlife viewing
0.456
Ind icated  walking along the river and wildlife 
viewing
0.680
Ind icated walking along the river and driving 
a long the river
0.456
Ind icated driving by the river and seeing a 
sign tha t says Lamprey on it
0.507
Conservation and revenue the river provides -0.449
Wildlife hab ita t and revenue the river 
provides
-0.359
Conservation and wildlife habitat 0.433
Agricultural uses of the river and recreational 
uses of the river
-0.404
Table 15. Results of Correlation of Ranking Response of Individual River 
Characteristics
Respondents who identified themselves as recreational users partic ipa ted  
in recreational activities such as boating, swimming, fishing, and w ildlife viewing. 
This shows tha t respondents were consistent in their responses. In com paring the 
rating of the river characteristics, it makes sense that conservation of the river 
(which was rated as very important) would be negatively correla ted with the 
revenue characteristic (which was rated least important). The negative 
relationship means that those who rate the conservation of the river as im portant 
will tend to rank the revenue the river provides as much less important.
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The same can be said for the relationship between wildlife habita t and revenue. 
Those tha t ranked wildlife habita t as important will rank revenue the river 
provides as less important. It seems that respondents felt tha t agricultural uses 
and recreational uses of the river were not commensurate as ind icated by the 
negative  correlation between the two characteristics. Those that ranked the 
agricultural uses of the river important, tended to rate recreational uses as less 
im portant.
In addition to the quantitative questions detailed above, the public survey 
asked respondents to make comments about the w ater m anagem ent plan, the 
Lamprey River, and /o r the set up of the survey itself. In most cases the responses 
fell into one of four different categories: the educational nature of the survey, 
the im portance of the structure of the decision making process, the im portance 
of eco log ica l habita t and public w ater supply above all other uses of the river, 
and the cha llenge of answering a survey about a natural resource. The 
fo llow ing sample of quotes illustrates these four areas.
Sample of Particularly Illustrative Quotes from Public Survey 
Public survey served as a tool for educating the public about the river and the 
watershed
“ It takes teamwork to get results we all can live with. It’s also important to educate 
people how a watershed is important to them and how certain actions elsewhere can 
affect people where they live. Everything is connected and should be treated that way. 
Thanks fo r  y o u r e ffo rt on  c o m in g  u p  w ith  th e  survey a n d  b rin g in g  it to  p eo p le 's  a tte n t io n ."
“ I like the educational content in this survey in that it educates the survey participants 
before queries, thus forcing reflection and minimizing ignorant, knee-jerk responses. On 
the down side, this survey probably has a low response rate due to the effort required to 
do it justice. Good luck!"
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Some respondents commented on the decision process of the water management plan
and the survey's role in this process
“This is a great idea. It will allow locals to voice their opinions and collect the public 
opinion above and beyond those willing to vote."
"A comprehensive study providing needed input into the decision making process."
"Thanks for conducting the study. This would be very important due to the 
environmental change along the river by developments on both residential and 
industrial as well as the recent climate change of our planet."
"Ban/disbar fanatics; keep bureaucrats at bay; proceed with an eco-friendly engineer's 
mindset; study the Panama canal and its watershed. The physics are the same. Traffic is 
heavy, water is clean, fishing is great."
“ Usually these things are studied to death and usually nothing happens following the 
study. I am cynical when it comes to governmental effectiveness and ability to ACT! 
Politics are corrupt and moved by self interests usually counter to public good."
"Common sense is key!”
"[I] would like to know how committed to supporting a management plan the officials of 
the individual communities are."
Respondents are concerned with water supply, water quality, and the ecological 
integrity of the river above all other uses
“Water quality and municipal water supply for Durham, Newmarket, and Lee is critical. 
These communities' stake in this resource should be given priority.”
“ Please protect the Lamprey."
“ I [have] fished the Lamprey-and Great Bay since 2001. Keep it clean and safe above 
all else preserve it!"
“ I think water is the future. We must protect it. Thank you."
"I enjoy seeing recreational use of the river but also want water quality to be maintained. 
Community water is not the best use of the river. Wells are better for that. If a choice 
had to be made, I would like the water to "remain the same" rather than drastically 
change to meet some new needs."
"Very interested in water flow and quality as we obtain our water directly from the river."
"Seldom does an area have a gift as great as the Lamprey River. Development must be 
closely monitored (no large box stores on the edge) but still have to take care of needs 
of people all ready here and that includes the wildlife. Sorry, I have to sign off to watch 
the mallards playing on the river. Good luck."
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Parts of the survey were challenging for some respondents to answer
"I value your efforts & appreciate the opportunity to provide input but this survey 
instrument was difficult to understand.”
"The options are not fully illuminated; terms are vague such as "community/business use"- 
whatsort? Turbines? Wells? Recreation?”
"I applaud your efforts. This survey was difficult to fill out because I feel extremely 
uninformed on this topic.”
“ Because I don't know anything about the Lamprey River, its uses, or the real uses of a 
watershed and its flow -m y answers may be way different than they would be if I 
understood these things.”
“ I wish they would not take my tax dollars to fund such projects. I don't even know w hat 
river is the Lamprey."
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
M anaging natural resources to adequate ly provide for the varied needs 
of humans and the environment is a challenge that decision makers, scientists, 
and the public citizen face  all across the world. In order to make decisions tha t 
are equitab le  in the light of com peting objectives about resource use, a 
m anagem ent process should be structured to involve experts with stakeholders 
and the public all while recognizing that m anagem ent plans have many 
attributes and must be prepared to address conflicts in the geographic location 
of the resource being m anaged. This thesis presented the results of a series of 
steps tha t characterized the objectives of key stakeholders and the general 
public in the Lamprey River Instream Flow Study, a local environmental 
m anagem ent process in the State of New Hampshire. Through a series of social 
science research methods (including stakeholder interviews and two survey 
instruments) the values and objectives of those who use the river and a sample 
of the residents of the river's watershed were elicited and evaluated.
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The initial Instream Flow Study included stakeholders and the public in a 
very lim ited way, mainly through the use of public hearings and public com m ent 
periods. Much of the research on public participation in environmental decision­
making has shown that these involvement methods have been less than 
e ffective  (Depoe et. al 2004, Laurian 2004). This thesis research process greatly 
enhanced the involvement of the stakeholders and public likely to be a ffe c ted  
by the Instream Flow Study and subsequent Water M anagem ent Plan. The 
stakeholder interviews framed the context for the rest of the research process by 
providing information on how the river was used and valued by those tha t com e 
into c o n ta c t with it frequently. A survey of the stakeholders who pa rtic ipa ted  in 
the interviews verified the summary information from the interviews and helped 
to prioritize some of the areas of possible conflict surrounding the m anagem ent 
of the river.
Because the river is a public good with many users who have individual 
values and objectives regarding its use, it is almost inevitable tha t there will be 
conflic t over the best use of the river and thus it is im portant to consider the 
potentia l for conflict. Stakeholders were concerned abou t the fairness and 
distribution of w ater withdrawal rights as well as the eco log ica l habita t and 
natural qualities of the river. They also indicated that the boundaries of the study 
and subsequent w ater m anagem ent plan could be an area of conflic t if 
upstream users are asked to sacrifice for downstream users. The four attributes of 
w ithdraw al amounts, recreational use, ecological health, and 
community/business use appeared from the stakeholder interviews and survey as 
the most salient components of a m anagem ent plan for the river.
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A random  sample of the public was offered the opportunity to express 
their opinions and values about the river as well as rank hypothetical w ater 
m anagem ent plan alternatives through a survey tool. The survey included 
rankings of the IPUOCR entities, comparison of m anagem ent plan attributes and 
ranking of attribute combinations, opportunity for com m ent as well as questions 
regarding the use of the river and the background of survey respondents. 
Conjoint analysis was utilized to develop hypothetical w ater m anagem ent plan 
scenarios as survey respondents were asked to rank the plans from most to least 
desirable. The premise behind conjoint analysis is that the individual worths of 
each  part of a multi-attribute good can be decom posed and evaluated. O f the 
four attributes included in the m anagem ent plan combinations, the conjoint 
analysis revealed the eco log ica l health was by far the most im portant attribute. 
Because of the typograph ica l error explained in the conjoint analysis results 
section, a definitive statement cannot be m ade about the results from the 
conjo int analysis. There is a good indication that because of the strength of 
eco log ica l habita t attribute that even with this small alteration in the orthogonal 
array, respondents would still have preferred excellent eco log ica l health over all 
other attributes but the strength of the preference may not have been as large. 
However, the strong conservation perspective with an emphasis on protecting 
w ate r quality and w ater supply also appeared from the responses to the other 
survey questions, which can be stated confidently. It is im portant to note, too, 
tha t some respondents advoca ted  a more ba lanced use approach to river 
m anagem ent.
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As in most surveys, the results should be considered within the con text of 
response bias. In this case, those with a strong conservationist perspective m ay 
have been more likely to com plete and return the survey than those w ho were 
less concerned with the river. Comments from fhe public survey respondents 
were categorized into four different areas that can also serve as overall 
conclusions about the survey. A number of respondents stated that the survey 
served as an educational tool about the Lamprey River and the instream Flow 
Study. Respondents also com m ented on the decision making process re la ted to 
the m anagem ent of the river and the im portance of including tools such as the 
survey in the decision process. Maintaining the ecolog ica l integrity and the 
public w ater supply aspects of the river was also something tha t respondents 
com m ented on. The form at of the survey, particularly the w ater m anagem ent 
plan ranking question, was also the subject of many of the comments. A num ber 
of respondents stated that they felt that were not familiar enough with the river 
to provide informed answers to the questions. Others found tha t the ranking of 
the hypothetica l w ater m anagem ent plans to be a challenging task and  stated 
tha t it was difficult to imagine the different levels of the four attributes.
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The challenge that some of the respondents faced  in answering parts of 
the survey also speaks to the difficulty of fitting environmental goods into 
evaluation tools for traditional market goods. Conjoint analysis assumes tha t 
each attribute is separable and with environmental goods, it may be 
challenging for respondents to separate individual attributes and consider them 
on their own instead of in concert as they are usually seen. Additionally, our 
market system has not been set up to include environmental goods very well. 
Many would even argue that natural resources should be separate from the 
market system as they have inherent values that cannot be accoun ted  for.
Results from the public survey will be presented to the other members of 
the pro ject team  to use as guidance in developing the Water M anagem ent 
Plan. Further research on this topic could focus on transferring this information to 
experts to put in a w ater m anagem ent plan. Because the time frame of the rest 
of the project, it can be challenging to m atch up with the schedules o f the 
experts. This discrepancy in time frame led to the need to use “ hypothe tica l" 
w ater m anagem ent plan alternatives. The research is unique in the respect tha t 
it com bined several research methods in an iterative process that brings 
stakeholders, experts, and the public together to m anage a shared resource.
In collaborative resource m anagem ent scenarios com m unication and 
information sharing is param ount to successful. Experts need and desire specific 
recom m endations from the public and stakeholder participation. The fo llow ing 
bullet points are specific recommendations for and conclusions from the 
Lamprey River Instream Flow Study:
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• There are a number of potential conflicts within the watershed, 
particularly the issue of different towns lacking the desire to coopera te  
w ith one another in light of the boundaries of the Study
• The Stakeholders use and value the River in m ultifaceted ways.
Several rely upon w ithdrawal of water for their business purposes but 
also apprec ia te  the river for its natural and recreational qualities.
Some exhibited strategic behavior in answering the interview questions 
but all apprec ia ted  being involved in the process and recognized that 
some compromises will need to made.
• Continue to involve stakeholders in the m anagem ent process as much 
as possible and conflict should be less likely to occur during plan 
implem entation.
• Many of the stakeholders had specific local knowledge that can  be 
used to assist experts. (The current Instream Flow study recognizes the 
im portance of this local knowledge and has asked the a ffec ted  w ate r 
users and a ffected  dam owners to partic ipate in technica l surveys).
• The public survey respondents are most concerned with the 
eco log ica l and public water supply values of the river. Each time 
respondents were asked to trade-off among the four attributes, 
eco log ica l habita t always won out. However, individual definitions of 
“ eco log ica l habita t" may vary from person to person. Yet, any w ate r 
m anagem ent plan that just focuses on stakeholder values m ay upset 
the general public.
• Provide the public and their representatives with as much information 
ab ou t the project as possible. This can be facilita ted through websites, 
town updates, and meetings.
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The challenge of creating specific recommendations for experts from an 
analytic-deliberative approach to resource m anagem ent highlights several 
areas for additional research. If resources are readily available then it w ou ld  be 
ideal to involve the public and stakeholders a t several points in resource 
m anagem ent and planning. In the case of this thesis, the w ater m anagem ent 
plan alternatives are not yet fully articulated, therefore it would be best if the 
public could learn about and evaluate the alternatives once they are fully 
established. In the case of this conjoint analysis respondents ind ica ted  tha t 
eco log ica l habita t was of the greatest im portance to them in a w ater 
m anagem ent plan but individuals have varying ideas of w ha t eco log ica l hab ita t 
is and w hat it will require for instream flow. Closer collaboration with experts a t 
various aspects of the project could help to more clearly define the individual 
attributes. If resources are available, then it may be fruitful to create a survey 
instrument tha t includes specific graphics and other descriptions of the specific 
w a te r m anagem ent plan attributes.
Overall, the methods presented in this thesis establish a general m odel for 
w a te r system m anagem ent that includes the values of citizens and stakeholders. 
Involving the values of citizens and stakeholders in a meaningful m anner should 
improve decision making processes, making them more inclusive and the 
im plem entation of final m anagem ent decisions better a cce p te d  by those who 
use the natural resource.
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APPENDIX B
LAMPREY RIVER STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
You have been invited to continue your participation in a research pro ject tha t 
will study how local stakeholders use and value the Lamprey River. These uses 
and values are being incorporated into the Lamprey River Instream Flow Study 
and W ater M anagem ent Plan. Several months ago  you contributed to our 
research by partic ipating in an interview in which you described how you use the 
Lamprey River and explained w hat you value about the river. Your insights were 
extremely helpful and allowed us to successfully begin this im portant part of our 
research. We have analyzed the collective interview responses of respondents 
and are trying to prioritize the many values and priorities articu la ted during the 
interviews in the a ttached  survey. Along with this survey, we have provided you 
with a summary of the information that we gained from the series of interviews.
In order to make sure that we are interpreting your responses appropriately, we 
are asking for your assistance again. By com pleting this brief survey, you can 
provide us with feedback  on how we interpreted your interview responses as well 
as assist us in determ ining how the many values related to the Lamprey River 
should be prioritized. Priority rankings will be incorporated into a broader citizen 
survey of watershed residents as well as used in the developm ent of the W ater 
M anagem ent Plan. If this is a paper copy of the survey, you can fill it out and 
mail it back in the stamped and addressed envelope provided. If you are 
receiving this survey through e-mail, you may fill it out on the com puter using 
Microsoft Word and e-mail it back to Shannon Rogers a t shroqers@unh.edu. Your 
nam e will only be associated with your survey for analysis purposes and your 
responses will be kept confidentially at UNH. Your name will NOT be associated 
with your response in any public documents.
This pro ject is being conducted  by Shannon Rogers, g raduate  research assistant 
in the Departm ent of Resource Economics & Development, and Dr. John 
Halstead, professor and chairperson of the Department of Resource Economics 
& D evelopm ent a t the University of New Hampshire (UNH). You may co n ta c t 
Shannon a t shroaers@unh.edu or 603-81 7-4847 and Dr. Halstead at 
iohnh@ unh.edu. The use of human subjects in this project has been approved 
UNH Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects in 
Research. If you have questions about your rights as a research subject, you may 
c o n ta c t Julie Simpson in UNH's Office of Sponsored Research, 603-862-2003 or a t 
iulie.simoson@unh.edu.
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Lamprey River at Packer’s Falls
Pleose use the m ap to becom e familiar with the boundaries of the watershed 
and the designated reach for the Lamprey Instream Flow Study. We hope this 
will assist you in com pleting the following survey.
Conservation Lands - Lamprey River WMPA
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Possible Conflicts in the Lamprey Watershed
All natural resource m anagem ent issues involve tradeoffs and there are often 
conflicts amongst different interest groups. A primary goal of conducting  the 
interviews you partic ipa ted  in was to identify the many interests as well as areas 
of possible conflic t amongst the various interests. Because the interviews were 
co n d u c te d  with a variety of different stakeholders who use and apprec ia te  the 
river in many ways, there were many areas of possible discord, including the list 
below. Please read these possible conflicts and then check one of the boxes for 
each  con flic t to tell us how im portant each conflict is in your opinion.
1. Read description of conflict 
2. Check one of the boxes below to indicate what 
you think about the possible conflicts 
described in the left column.











1. Boundaries of Instream Flow Study
The portion of the river involved in the Lamprey 
Instream Flow study is loca ted  in the towns of 
Durham and Lee, however the Water 
M anagem ent Plan may a ffec t other towns in the 
watershed.
2. Com m ercial Uses vs. Ecological Uses
Using the Lamprey for business and developm ent 
purposes can conflic t with the needs of fish and 
w ildlife in the river.
3. Extractive Use vs. Active Use vs. Passive Use
People can  use the Lamprey by taking water 
from the river, using it for recreation, or enjoying it
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for scenic of eco log ica l values.
/dill
4. Right to Current Use of Water vs. Right to Future 
Use of Water
Some people/groups in the watershed who are 
not currently using w ater from the river may w ant 
to  use w ate r from the river in the future.











5. Confidence in the Decision Making Process
Those that have confidence in the decision 
making process may be more willing to a cce p t 
the outcomes of the Water M anagem ent Plan. 
Those that lack confidence in the decision 
making process may be less likely to a c c e p t the 
outcomes.
6. Town vs. Town
Towns may not be willing to coopera te  over 
w ater use issues or other issues related to the 
river.
7. Development of Future Water Supplies vs. 
Physical Development that Usually Follows New 
Water Supplies
When looking for alternatives to the Lamprey 
River for w ater supply, developing new w ater 
supplies is an option for some. However, with the 
developm ent of new w ater supplies often comes 
more physical developm ent (housing, business, 
etc.).
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8. Riparian Landowners vs. Other Users of the 
River
Those tha t own land on the river may have more 
access to the w ate r and different values than 
other users of the river
9. Dam Usage on the River
Dams can  be used to create reservoirs for 
recreation or they can be used for w ater supply 
and flow  m anagem ent or both.
10. Com plete Water Use vs. Some Water 
Recycled Back into the System
Some w ate r users who w ithdraw from the river 
m ay feel tha t they should be given special 
consideration because some of their w ater use 
was recycled back into the system.
Please ind icate  which of the following things may conflict by drawing a line 
be tw een the words listed below. You may draw multiple lines and the lines do 
not need to go from one column to another, they can be in the same colum n.
Housing values Recreation
Access to the river Protection of land along the river
Health effects Agricultural needs
W ater supply W ater qua lity
Property taxes Cultural/historical values
Public input
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Other Comments:
We truly apprec ia te  your continued involvement in the Lamprey River 
Instream Flow Study and Water M anagem ent Plan Development. Please 
provide us with any comments you might have regarding, this survey, the 
Instream Flow Study and Water M anagem ent Plan. Your opinions matter!
Thank you for your participation!
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APPENDIX C
LAMPREY RIVER PUBLIC RESIDENT SURVEY
Lamprey River Watershed 
Resident Survey
Lamprey River in Newmarket, NH
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Dear Resident of the Lamprey River Watershed,
My nam e is Shannon Rogers and I am a graduate student a t the University 
of New Hampshire. I am assisting with a large study of the Lamprey River and in 
the follow ing survey I ask for your opinions and values regarding the River. My 
research seeks to understand how the river is used and valued by those tha t live 
in the watershed. You will be assisting the research by sharing your thoughts, 
which will be used to guide the developm ent of the official W ater M anagem ent 
Plan for the river. This is your chance to make your voice heard; your responses 
m atter to us!
Pwf
Lamprey River a t Packer’s Falls in Durham, NH
To p ro tec t the confidentia lity of respondents, all results will only be reported in 
summary or aggrega ted  forms, without individual identifying information. 
Original surveys, transcripts, or other responses shall be stored securely a t the 
University of New Hampshire (UNH). Funding for this research is being generously 
provided by the New Hampshire Water Resources Research Center a t UNH.
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If you have questions about the research, please call Shannon Rogers, g radua te  
research assistant a t UNH (phone: 603-862-3679, e-mail: shrogers@unh.edu) or Dr. 
John Halstead of UNH a t 603-862-1700. In addition, the UNH Office of Sponsored 
Research can  answer any questions about the rights of research subjects a t 603- 
862-2003.
The survey should take about 15-20 minutes to com plete. We truly app rec ia te  
your time and as a thank you for com pleting the survey, please a c c e p t a 
com plim entary coupon to the Urban Forestry Center in Portsmouth.
Section 1. Introduction 
Definition of a Watershed
A watershed is the area of land where all of the water tha t is under it or drains off 
of it goes into the same place (EPA definition). In the case of the Lamprey River 
Watershed, all the w ater in the area drains into the Lamprey River.
The Lamprey River begins in Northwood, New Hampshire and flows 60 miles 
before becom ing tidal in Newmarket and emptying into the coastal estuary of 
G reat Bay. The Lamprey River is the largest tributary to the Great Bay Estuary 
and because of the river's valued resources and im portance as a tributary to the 
Great Bay National Estuarine Reserve, the lower portion is recognized as Wild 
and Scenic by the National Park Service, fh ttp://w w w.lrw a-nh.ora).
Sincerely,
Shannon Rogers
Background Information on the Lamprey River
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Below is a m ap of the Lamprey River Watershed. The m ap is from the Lamprey 
River Advisory Com m ittee's website, w  w w . I a m o re vri ve r. o ra . The m ap can be 
used to help visualize w hat the watershed looks like and where you live in 
relationship to the river.
o o
: N E/VV M A P.\, K t:
\ E X-
M ap  from LRAC website, www.lamprevriver.org.
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1. How w ould you characterize your connection with the Lamprey River? 
PLEASE CIRCLE ALL LETTERS THAT APPLY
a) Resident of the watershed
b) Member of river advocacy/advisory group
c) Have business interests that relate to the river
d) Recreational user of the Lamprey River
e) Government official
f) Own land along the river
g) Other (please describe)__________________
2. Please estimate how often you use the Lamprey River (or a lake /pond  tha t is 
produced by a dam on the river) doing the following activities?
FILL IN ALL THAT APPLY BY CHECKING THE APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH ACTIVITY




Walking by the river
W ildlife/nature viewing
Drive by the river
See a sign or business that 
says “ Lamprey" on it
Hear peop le  in your 
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Section 2. Your Values & Opinions About the Lamprey River
Please think about the Lamprey River and how it might be im portant to  you and 
others in your community. This part o f the survey will serve as a tool to determ ine 
how the river may be used and valued.
1. We realize that all o f the following characteristics may be im portant and 
ranking them  might be a challenge. However, please answer this question with 
a W ater M anagem ent Plan in mind for the Lamprey River. Please rank the 
follow ing attributes o f the river from one (1) to eleven (11), with one being the 
most im portant and 11 being least important. Use each num ber only once.
• W ater supply (current and/o r potential) __________
• Recreation (fishing, boating, canoeing,__________ __________
kayaking, scenic cam ping, docks)
• W ater quality protection/public health __________
• Revenue the river provides __________
• Conservation and preservation o f the river __________
• Issues concerning land along the river __________
• Natural qualities of the river __________
(wildlife habitat, sensitive species)
• River's role as a p lace  for discharge from________ __________
w ater treatm ent facilities.
• Aesthetic/scenic qualities __________
• Cultural/historical/archaeological values __________
• Agricultural uses of the water __________
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2. C heck all of the following things that should be used to evaluate the 
health of the Lamprey River.
 clarity of the w ater in the river
 w a te r quality testing
 studies o f wildlife
 level of the w a te r in the river
 rate of flow in the river
 being ab le to use the river recreationally (for boating/fishing/swimming)
 seeing others use the river recreationally
 vegeta tion  in the w ater (e.g. lily pads, algae)
 ability to pum p w ater from the river or wells near the river w ithout draw ing silt
 other (please specify)_________________
3. Out o f 100 percen tage  points, please ind icate who should control the use 
and w ate r w ithdraw al amounts from the Lamprey River. For example, to w eigh t 
all entities equally you would assign 25 points to state agency, 25 to land owners, 
25 to residents and 25 to local officials. Use any com bination of points tha t adds 
up to 100.
 State regulatory agency
 Land owners along the river
 Residents of the Lamprey Watershed
 Local officials
 Other (please specify)__________
100 tota l
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There are many characteristics that could make up a water m anagem ent plan 
for the Lamprey River. The list below represents some of the key characteristics.
Definitions of Characteristics:
A w ater m anagem ent plan for the Lamprey River could have the following 
characteristics:
l«8P W ithdrawal Amounts- Currently the w ater w ithdrawn from the Lamprey River 
reduces the flow by 2 cubic feet per second (cfs). The overall average annual 
flow  for the river is 282 cfs and the historic range of average annual flows has 
been betw een 137 cfs and 441 cfs. The flow levels in the river can fluctuate  
greatly based on the season, weather, and other factors. Withdrawals from the 
river are used for agricultural, w ater supply, and business purposes.
Recreational Use-refers to the number of days per year the river cou ld  be 
used to partic ipa te  in a boating activity.
^Ecological Health refers to the quality of the water and its ability to  support 
various species. This characteristic is defined by excellent (a large num ber of 
species tha t are sensitive to pollution, which indicates that the w ater has little 
pollution), good (moderate number of species that are sensitive to pollution), 
and fairly poor (few species that are sensitive to pollution, which indicates tha t 
the w ater is polluted).
►Community/Business Use- refers to the number of businesses and 
organizations that can w ithdraw water for their business or com m unity needs. 
Currently there are 8 designated a ffected  water users of the Lamprey River.
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4. In the tab le  below  several different hypothetical water m anagem ent plans 
are listed. Each has a different com bination of the characteristics discussed 
above. Please look a t the plans (reading across the table) and rank each  one 
on a scale from 1 to 10 (with 1 being the best plan and 10 being the worst plan) 
based on w ha t a W ater M anagem ent Plan for the Lamprey River should include. 
Use each  number (1-10) only once.
We realize this can be  a challenging task to com plete but it is very im portan t in 















A 0 cfs 40 days Excellent 5 users
B 0 cfs 60 days Good 15 users
C 0 cfs 80 days Fairly Poor 8 users
D 2 cfs 40 days Excellent 8 users
E 2 cfs 60 days Fairly Poor 5 users
F 2 cfs 80 days Excellent 15 users
G 5 cfs 40 days Fairly Poor 15 users
H 5 cfs 60 days Excellent 8 users
1 5 cfs 80 days Good 5 users
J (status quo) 2 cfs 80 days Good 8 users
Withdrawals of water from the river are used for agricultural, water supply, and  
business purposes.
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5. For each  pair of characteristics, please circle the one characteristic tha t is 
more im portant to consider by the general public when creating a w a te r 
m anagem ent plan for the Lamprey River.
Withdrawal Amounts 0r Recreational Use
Ecological Health Community/Business Use
or
Recreational Use or Ecological Health
Ecological Health Withdrawal Amounts
Withdrawal Amounts Community/Business Use
or
Community/Business Use Qr Recreational Use
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6. Possible Conflicts in the Watershed
All natural resource m anagem ent issues involve tradeoffs and there are often 
conflicts amongst the different interest groups. Please ind icate  which of the 
follow ing things may conflict by drawing a line between the different river 
characteristics listed below. You may draw multiple lines to show those 
characteristics that are in conflict.








In the space below, please list any possible conflicts you can imagine happening 
in the Lamprey Watershed.
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7. Prior to this survey, had you heard of the Lamprey River Instream Flow Study 
tha t is being conduc ted  by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental 
Services (NHDES)?
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
1 Yes
2 No
8. If you had heard of the study, how did you learn about it? (PLEASE SPECIFY)
9. If you had not heard of the study, would you like to learn more abou t it? 
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
1 Yes
2 No
10. If you would like to learn more about the study, w hat would be the best w ay 
to com m un ica te  with you? (e.g. e-mail, mail, town meetings, presentations, etc.)
The Lamprey Instream Flow Study involves research conducted  for the New 
Hampshire Departm ent of Environmental Services (NHDES) through Norm andeau 
Associates (Bedford NH) in cooperation with the University of New Hampshire 
and University o f Massachusetts. The purpose of the Lamprey Instream Flow 
Study is to deve lop  a reliable process for investigating both technica l and 
com m unity aspects to river m anagem ent and to make recom m endations for a 
W ater M anagem ent Plan to be im plem ented by NHDES. The plan will help to 
maintain w ate r flow  for the river so that it can support many im portant uses and 
characteristics of the river. The questions you just answered will be used to assist 
w ith this study. _____________ ______________ _______________________
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Section 3. Respondent Information
These last few questions will help us determine the background characteristics of 
those answering the survey. YOUR ANSWERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL ONLY 
BE USED FOR THIS STUDY. YOU WILL NOT BE IDENTIFIED IN ANY WAY.
In w ha t year were you born?  (FILL IN BLANK)
What is your gender? (CIRCLE ONE):
Female
Male
What is the highest level of formal education you have com ple ted? (CIRCLE ONE 
NUMBER)
1 Some high school
2 High school graduate or equivalent




7 A dvanced degree (M.D., PhD., J.D., e tc
Please circle the am ount that most closely matches your total household incom e
■ taxes.. (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
1 $30,000 or less
2 $31,000 to $60,000
3 $61,000 to $90,000
4 $91,000 to $120,000
5 $121,000 to $150,000
6 $151,000 to $200,000
7 $251,000 to $300,000
8 $301,000 to $350,000
9 $351,000 to $400,000
10 over $400,000
















c. D on 't know
How many years have you lived in the Lamprey W atershed? years
Tell us w ha t you think! Please list any comments about this survey a n d /o r the 
Lamprey River Instream Flow Study. As with all the results from this survey, your 
com m ents will be confidential and will assist us in developing a Water 
M anagem ent Plan that is effective for your river.
Thank you for your time and efforts in completing this survey! Please fold it, p lace  
it in the pre-paid envelope, and drop it in the mail. We look forward to reading 
your responses! If you would like to receive information on the results o f this 
survey, please co n ta c t Shannon Rogers a t 603-862-3679 or shrogers@unh.edu.
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APPENDIX D
FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CONJOINT ANALYSIS METHODS
The cod ing  scheme used for the decomposition of the conjoint analysis 








Fairly Poor 1 0
Good 0 1
Excellent -1 -1











The cod ing  is then applied to the scenarios denoted in the orthogonal array
Combination XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8
A 1 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 0
B 1 0 0 1 0 1 -1 -1
C 1 0 -1 -1 1 0 0 1
D 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 1
E 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
F 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
G -1 -1 1 0 1 0 -1 -1
H -1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 0 1
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 1 1 0
J 0 1 -1 -1 0 1 0 1
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For example, the first w ater m anagem ent plan com bination features 0 cfs 
w ithdraw al amounts, 40 recreational usage days, excellent eco log ica l health 
and 5 community/business users. Therefore, the predictor variables will look like 
the follow ing: XI = 1; X2=0; X 3= l: X4=0; X5=-l; X6=-l; X7=l; X8=0. As a side note 
abou t the reality of the m anagem ent plan combinations in the orthogonal array, 
in some of the comments on the survey some people noted tha t it seemed 
unlikely tha t there could be 0 cfs of w ithdrawal amounts and still have 
com m unity business use of the river. There are several reasons for the inclusion of 
0 cfs as an attribute level. The first is that the status quo for the river's w ithdraw al 
amounts is 2 cfs, I w anted to include this am ount as well as one w ithdraw al level 
higher and lower than the status quo. Additionally, I w anted to have one 
w ithdraw al am ount that effectively represented no withdrawal of w ate r from the 
river. Community/business use of the river can still take p lace w ithout removing 
w ate r from the water, for example by using the river to test boat designs or for 
other recreational related business uses. There is currently a t least one 
designated a ffec ted  w ater user that does not w ithdraw w ater from the river, so 
this idea is not a foreign possibility.
I ran an OLS regression on the 1525 individual ranking responses for the 
conjo int analysis. Nine m anagem ent plan scenarios were included in the 
regression because that was the original number in the orthogonal array (the 
status quo was left out of this analysis and was used only for respondents to have 
a reference point. The following summarizes the results of the regression analysis:
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Source | SS df MS
Model | 9146.67521 8 1143.3344
Residual | 5010.76374 1629 3.07597528
 + ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Total | 14157.4389 1637 8.64840498
Number of obs = 1638
F{ 8, 1629) = 371.70
Prob > F = 0.0000
R-squared = 0.64 61
Adj R-squared = 0.6443
Root MSE = 1.7538
varl | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
var2 | .3714896 .0637868 5.82 0.000 .2463769 .4966023
var3 | -.3821734 0707651 -5.40 0.000 -.5209735 -.2433733
var4 | .513431 0707651 7.26 0. 000 .3746309 .6522311
var5 | -.0387668 0637868 -0. 61 0.543 -.1638795 .0863459
var6 | 2.706654 .0637868 42. 43 0.000 2.581542 2.831767
var7 | -.1349206 0936134 -1.44 0. 150 -.3185359 . 0486946
var8 | .0802808 .0637868 1.26 0.208 -.0448319 .2053935
var9 | -.1385836 0707651 -1. 96 0.050 -.2773837 .0002164
cons | 5.875763 0468067 125.53 0 . 000 5.783955 5.967571
The tab le  below  displays the regression coefficients and their significance with 
the associated t-statistic in parenthesis.
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a is statistically significant at the 0.01 level, b is statistically significant a t 0.10 level, 
no letter indicates lack of significance.
Part worths are estimated from the regression coefficients and the 
estimation process is displayed in the second column of the tab le  below . A part 
worth is estimated for each derivation level. Respondents were asked to rank 
the com binations from 1 to 10 with 1 being the best m anagem ent plan. 
Therefore, the raw part-worth that has the lowest value indicates the most 
im portant level of an attribute to those who responded to the survey.
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0 cfs (3o-Pi-(32 5.89
2 cfs Po+pi 6.25
5 cfs P0+P2 5.50
Recreational Use
40 days P0-P3-P4 5.41
60 days P0+P3 6.39




Fairly Poor P0+P6 5.75
Community/Business Use
5 users Po-p7-P8 5.94
8 users P0+P7 5.96
15 users P0+P8 5.74
Tests of the coefficients were conducted  in order to determine if the estim ated 
part-worths were significantly different than one another. The table be low  shows 
the results o f the tests, displaying which attributes and levels are the most
im portant to respondents.
Attribute Null Hypothesis F-statistic
W ithdrawal Amounts EPWo=EPW2or P0-P1-P2 =6.25 





Recreational Use EPW40 =EPW6o or P0-P3-P4 =6.39 
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E co log ica l H ea lth EPWExcellent— EPW Good O r 00-05-06 =8.58 
EPWExcellent —EP W FairlyPoor O r 00-05-06 =5.75 




C om m unity/Business
Use
EPW5=EPW8or 00-07-08 =5.96 
EPW s = E P W 15 o r  00-07-08 =5.96 




*Reject Ho at p=0.05 significance level, 1,629 degrees of freedom  
**Unable fo reject H 0 at p=0.10 significance level, 1,629 degrees of freedom
In the tab le below  the water m anagem ent combinations and the individual 
part-worths for each attribufe of the com bination as well as the to ta l worth and 
the cumulative ranking by the group of respondents is listed. The com binations 














A 0 cfs 40 days Excellent 5 users
(5.89) (5.41) (3.31) (5.94) (20.55)
B 0 cfs 60 days Good 15 users 9
(5.89) (6.39) (8.58) (5.74) (26.60)
C 0 cfs 80 days Fairly Poor 8 users 6
(5.89) (5.84) (5.75) (5.96) (23.44)
D 2 cfs 40 days Excellent 8 users 2
(6.25) (5.41) (3.31) (5.96) (20.93)
E 2 cfs 60 days Fairly Poor 5 users 7
(6.25) (6.39) (5.75) (5.94) (24.33)
F 2 cfs 80 days Excellent 15 users 3
(6.25) (5.84) (3.31) (5.74) (21. 14)
G 5 cfs 40 days Fairly Poor 15 users 5
(5.50) (5.41) (5.75) (5.74) (22.4)
H 5 cfs 60 days Excellent 8 users
(5.50) (6.39) (3.31) (5.96) (21. 16)
1 5 cfs 80 days Good 5 users 8
(5.50) (5.84) (8.58) (5.94) (25.86)
J (status quo) 2 cfs 80 days Good 8 users 10
(6.25) ... (5-84) .. (8.58) (5.96) (26.63)
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Appendix E
Results of Regression Analyses
Regression of education on river characteristics ranking:
Source I SS df MS Number of obs = 180
F ( 11, 168) = 2 . 36
Model | 44.5487801 11 4 . 0498891 Prob > F = 0.0097
Residual | 287 .778998 168 1.71297022 R-squared = 0.1341
Adj R-squared = 0.0774
Total | 332.327778 179 1.85657976 Root MSE 1.3088
education | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | . 0060661 .0526425 0.12 0. 908 -.0978601 .1099922
recreation | .0928824' .0539477 1.72 0.087 - . 0136204 .1993852
water qual~y | -.044729 .0645524 -0. 69 0.489 -.1721674 .0827094
revenue | -.0709407 .0656557 -1.08 0.281 -.2005572 .0586757
conservation | -.0665135 .0646118 -1.03 0. 305 -.1940691 .0610421
riparian | .0990021 .0502745 1. 97 0.051 -.0002492 .1982533
wildlife h~t | .0619169 .0669136 0. 93 0.356 - . 0701829 . 1940167
water trea~e I .0464796 .0497946 0. 93 0. 352 -.0518243 .1447834
aesthetic | -.1364463 .0556756 -2.45 0. 015 -.2463603 - . 0265323
cultural I .0882657 .0569008 1.55 0.123 -.0240671 .2005985
agricultural | .0535072 .0598137 0.89 0.372 -.0645762 . 1715905
cons I 3.781974 2.47391 1.53 0. 128 -1.101982 8.665929
Regression of income on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 162
. F ( 11, 150) = 2 . 80
Model | 84.4226944 11 7.6747904 Prob > F = 0.0024
Residual I 410.811873 150 2.73874582 R-squared = 0.1705
Adj R-squared = 0.1096T
Total | 495.234568 161 3.0759911 Root MSE 1.6549
income | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | .0084875 .0684851 0.12 0. 902 -.1268326 .1438076
recreation | .0687946 .0706983 0. 97 0.332 -.0708985 .2084878
water qual~y I -.0757599 .0851696 -0.89 0.375 -.244047 .0925272
revenue | -.036168 .0863902 -0.42 0. 676 -.2068669 .1345309
conservation | -.1166855 .0847926 -1.38 0.171 -.2842276 .0508566
riparian I .059144 .0653513 0. 91 0.367 -.0699839 .1882719
wildlife h~t I .1523078 .0870419 1.75 0.082 -.0196788 .3242945
water trea~e I -.0859623 .0645241 -1. 33 0. 185 -.2134558 .0415311
aesthetic | -.2850601 .0722335 -3 . 95 0. 000 - . 4277867 -.1423335
cultural | .0862341 .0736666 1.17 0.244 -.0593242 .2317924
agricultural | -.0114251 .0778649 -0 .15 0 . 884 -.1652789 .1424286
cons | 4.997329 3.141572 1.59 0. 114 -1.21012 11.20478
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Regression of gender on river characteristics ranking:









Cl 1 1 , loo; 








= .47395Total ' 38.6440678 176 .219568567
gender 1 Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply -.0088 . 0190917 -0.46 0. 645 - .0464955 . 0288956
recreation 1 -.0317596 .0196005 -1. 62 0. 107 - . 0704596 .0069405
water qual~y 1 -.0142811 .0233815 -0 . 61 0.542 - .0604467 .0318845
revenue 1 -.0126246 .0238511 -0.53 0.597 - . 0597173 . 034468
conservation 1 .0058214 .0234823 0.25 0.805 - .0405431 .0521859
riparian 1 .0021181 .0183092 0.12 0. 908 - .0340324 .0382685
wildlife h~t 1 -.008922 .0243644 -0.37 0.715 - .0570283 .0391842
water trea~e 1 -.0089379 .0180711 -0.49 0. 622 - .0446183 .0267426
aesthetic 1 -.0130651 .0202098 -0.65 0.519 - .0529683 . 026838
cultural 1 .0133592 .0207447 0. 64 0.520 -.0276 .0543185
agricultural 1 -.026758 .0217824 -1.23 0.221 - .0697661 .0162501
cons 1 1.300408 .896053 1.45 0 . 149 - .4687998 3.069616
Regression of age on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 175
F ( 11, 163) = 0 . 85
Model | 1347.75733 11 122.523393 Prob > F 0.5954
Residual | 23633.4198 163 144 . 990306 R-squared = 0.0540
j_ Adj R-squared = -0.0099T
Total | 24981.1771 174 143.569984 Root MSE 12.041
age | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply I -.6261633 .4868261 -1.29 0.200 -1.587462 .3351354
recreation | .0955492 .4998605 0.19 0.849 -.8914877 1.082586
water qual~y | -.2402885 .6005885 -0.40 0. 690 -1. 426225 . 9456485
revenue | -.2046322 .6090768 -0.34 0.737 -1.40733 .9980658
conservation | .6360933 .5996917 1.06 0.290 -.5480728 1. 820259
riparian | -.4131344 .4656928 1 o CO 0.376 -1.332703 .5064341
wildlife h~t | '-.2419751 . 6213129 -0.39 0 . 697 -1.468835 .9848846
water_trea~e I -.043868 .460619 - 0 .  10 0 . 924 -.9534176 .8656815
aesthetic | . 301689 .5136486 0.59 0 . 558 -.7125742 1. 315952
cultural 1 -.4163306 . 5272998 -0.79 0 . 431 -1 .45755 .6248886
agricultural I .5642514 .55271 1.02 0.309 -.5271433 1 . 655646
cons | 55.20245 22.78734 2 . 42 0 . 017 10.20601 100.1989
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Regression of employment on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS
Model | 24.0101324 11 2.18273931
Residual | 346.10481 162 2.13644945
 + --------------------------------------------------------------------
Total | 370.114943 173 2.13939273
Number of obs = 17 4
F ( 11, 162) = 1.02
Prob > F = 0.4296
R-squared = 0.0649
Adj R-squared = 0.0014
Root MSE = 1.4617
employment~s | Coef. Std. Err. t p>ltl [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | -.002027 .0598675 -0.03 0. 973 -.1202484 .1161944
recreation | . 0479284 .0606248 0.79 0.430 -.0717883 .1676452
water qual~y | .0343856 .0734356 0.47 0. 640 -.1106288 . 1794
revenue | .041818 .0743401 0.56 0. 575 -.1049826 .1886186
conservation | -.0337562 .0730256
O1 0. 645 -.1779609 . 1104486
riparian | -.0136592 .0564161 -0.24 0. 809 -.1250648 .0977465
wildlife h~t | .1895343 .0753912 2.51 0. 013 .0406581 . 3384105
water trea~e | .0621448 . 0558569 1. 11 0. 268 -.0481566 .1724462
aesthetic | .0298486 .0622203 0.48 0. 632 -.0930188 . 152716
cultural | -.0631279 .0638015 1 o kO kO 0. 324 -.1891178 .062862
agricultural I .0539128 .0669784 0.80 0. 422 -.0783505 . 186176
cons I .0280515 2.763235 0 . 01 0. 992 -5.428553 5 . 484656














Total 49663.58 174 285.422874
Number of obs = 175
F ( 11, 163) = 1.00
Prob > F  = 0.4513
R-squared = 0.0630
Adj R-squared = -0.0002 
Root MSE = 16.896
years in w~d | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply I .4665299 .6904976 0. 68 0 . 500 -.8969437 1.830004
recreation | . 7794024 .7011346 1.11 0. 268 -.6050753 2.16388
water qual~y | .3177674 .8475777 0.37 0. 708 -1.35588 1.991415
revenue | .6434365 .8594578 0.75 0. 455 -1.05367 2.340543
conservation | 1.016268 .8441291 1.20 0.230 -.6505699 2.683106
riparian | -.2989429 .6522353 -0.46 0. 647 -1.586863 .988977
wildlife h~t | .2235838 .8686107 0.26 0.797 -1.491596 1.938764
water trea~e | .0172997 .6449209 0.03 0. 979 -1.256177 1.290776
aesthetic | 1.239298 .7206 1.72 0.087 -.1836167 2.662212
cultural | .7261499 .7373203 0. 98 0.326 -. 7297808 2.182081
agricultural I .7838965 .7794362 1.01 0.316 -.7551974 2.32299
cons I - 1 9 . 3 0 7 4 4 31. 9625 - 0 .  60 0 . 5 4 7 - 8 2 . 4 2 1 3 8 4 3 . 8 0 6 5
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Regression of kayakers on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS
 +------------------------------------------------
Model | 7.98255021 11 .725686383
Residual I 66.5554245 146 .455859072
 +------------------------------------------------
Total | 74.5379747 157 .47476417
Number of obs = 158
F( 11, 146) = 1.59
Prob > F = 0.1067
R-squared = 0.1071
Adj R-squared = 0.0398
Root MSE = .67517
kayak | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | .0507158 .0281797 1.80 0.074 -.0049771 . 1064086
recreation | -.0310528 . 0299423 -1. 04 0.301 -.0902291 .0281235
water qual~y | . 0199799 .035591 0.56 0.575 -.0503603 . 0903201
revenue | -.0148014 .0359288 -0.41 0.681 -.0858091 .0562063
conservation | .0194693 .0364113 0.53 0.594 -.0524919 .0914306
riparian I .0170785 .0270298 0. 63 0.528 -.0363418 .0704988
wildlife h~t I -.0135259 .0360869 -0 . 37 0.708 -.0848461 . 0577944
water trea~e | .0002927 . 026563 0.01 0 . 991 -.052205 .0527904
aesthetic I .0054151 .0302522 0.18 0.858 -.0543737 .0652039
cultural | .0340862 . 031279 1.09 0.278 -.027732 .0959043
agricultural | .0282221 .0328611 0.86 0.392 -.0367229 .093167
cons I .0557286 1.280678 0 .04 0 . 965 -2.475334 2 . 586791
Regression of fishing on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 155
F ( 11, 143) = 1 . 56
Model | 7 . 51716811 11 . 683378919 Prob > F = 0.1169
Residual | 62.6505738 143 .438115901 R-squared = 0.1071
Adj R-squared = 0.0384
Total | 70.1677419 154 .455634688 Root MSE . 6619
fishing | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | -.0001073 .0275398 -0.00 0 . 997 -.0545449 .0543304
recreation | -.0682417 .0297416 -2.29 0.023 -.1270316 -.0094517
water qual~y | .0050156 .0351096 0. 14 0.887 -.0643852 .0744164
revenue | -.0431636 .0353752 -1.22 0.224 -.1130896 .0267624
conservation | -.0235925 .0361486 -0. 65 0.515 -.0950471 .0478622
riparian | -.0167128 .0266687 -0. 63 0.532 - .0694285 . 036003
wildlife h~t I -.039806 .0352847 -1. 13 0.261 -.109553 .0299409
water trea~e | -.0145467 .0262574 -0. 55 0. 580 -.0664496 .0373561
aesthetic I .0225551 .0292307 0 . 77 0.442 -.0352249 .0803352
cultural | -.0176802 .0301785 -0.59 0.559 -.0773339 .0419734
agricultural | .0173183 .0324311 0.53 0.594 -.046788 .0814247
cons | 1.662226 1.256867 1.32 0.188 -.8222135 4 . 146666
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Regression of swimming on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS
 +------------------------------------------------
Model | 4.46359428 11 .405781298
Residual | 58.8079289 139 .423078625
 +------------------------------------------------
Total | 63.2715232 150 .421810155
Number of obs = 151
F ( 11, 139) = 0. 96
Prob > F = 0 .4866
R-squared = 0 . 0705
Adj R-squared = ■-0 . 0030
Root MSE 65044
swimming | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | -.0016015 . 0272684 -0.06 0. 953 -.055516 .052313
recreation | -.0038284 .029151 -0.13 0.896 -.061465 .0538082
water qual~y | -.002038 .0349567 -0.06 0. 954 -.0711536 .0670777
revenue | .0038748 .0354117 0.11 0.913 -.0661404 .0738901
conservation | .0334472 . 036115 0. 93 0.356 -.0379585 .1048529
riparian | .013498 .026693 0.51 0. 614 -.0392788 .0662747
wildlife h~t | .0045848 . 035376 0 . 13 0.897 - .0653598 . 0745295
water trea~e | -.007872 .0261619 -0.30 0.764 -.0595987 .0438547
aesthetic | -.0059809 .0291835 -0.20 0. 838 -.0636819 .0517201
cultural | -.0025633 .030553 -0.08 0. 933 -.062972 .0578453
agricultural | .0715697 .0320374 2.23 0.027 . 0082259 . 1349134
cons | -.1797413 1.235691 -0.15 0.885 -2.622921 2.263439
Regression of walking by river on river characteristics ranking:
Source I SS d f  MS
 + ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Model | 8.70178764 11 .791071603
Residual | 66.2436669 153 .432965143
 + --------------------------------------------------------------------
Total I 74.9454545 164 .456984479
Number of obs = 165
F ( 11, 153) = 1.83
Prob > F = 0.0538
R-squared = 0.1161
Adj R-squared = 0.0526
Root MSE = .658
walking | Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | .0185826 .0271366 0. 68 0. 495 -.0350281 .0721933
recreation | .0082657 .0281971 0.29 0.770 -.0474402 .0639716
water qual~y | -.0098842 . 0330203 -0.30 0.765 -.0751188 .0553505
revenue I .0102626 .0347439 0.30 0.768 -.0583772 .0789024
conservation | .0245584 . 0344476 0.71 0.477 -.0434959 .0926127
riparian | -.0478349 .0256813 -1.86 0 . 064 -.0985707 . 0029009
wildlife h~t I -.0378674 .0344528 -1.10 0.273 -.105932 . 0301971
water trea~e | -.0083583 .0255945 -0.33 0.744 -.0589225 .0422059
aesthetic | -.0308431 .0290023 -1.06 0.289 -.0881397 .0264536
cultural | -.0399913 .0302864 -1. 32 0.189 -.0998248 .0198423
agricultural | .0305382 .0312705 0 . 98 0 . 330 -.0312396 .092316
cons | 1.511039 1.246768 1.21 0 . 227 -.9520649 3.974142
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Regression of wildlife viewing on river characteristics ranking:
Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 158
----------+--------------------------------- F( l l f  146) = 3.03
Model | 12.7618252 11 1.16016593 Prob > F = 0.0011
Residual | 55.9280482 146 .383068823 R-squared = 0.1858
----------+--------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1244
Total | 68.6898734 157 .437515117 Root MSE = .61893
wildlife I Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | - . 0000174 .025723 1 o o o 0.999 -.0508548 .0508201
recreation I .0048851 .026771 0.18 0.855 -.0480237 .057794
water qual~y | -.0056784 .0318316
COI—1
o1 0.859 -.0685887 . 0572318
revenue I .0098182 .0335126 0.29 0.770 -.0564143 .0760507
conservation | -.0098742 .0330643
oroO1 0. 766 -.0752207 .0554723
riparian | -.0340958 .0244781 -1.39 0.166 -.0824729 . 0142813
wildlife h~t | -.0320399 .0333031 -0. 96 0.338 -.0978583 .0337784
water trea~e | .0030922 .0247899 0. 12 0. 901 -.0459013 .0520856
aesthetic | -.0240526 .0276303 1 o CO 0.385 -.0786596 .0305543
cultural I -.0299784 .0284531 -1.05 0.294 -.0862116 . 0262547
agricultural | .0874661 .0301665 2. 90 0. 004 .0278468 .1470855
cons I 1.046102 1.173545 0.89 0.374 -1.273228 3.365432
Regression of driving by the river on river characteristics ranking:
Source I SS df MS Number of obs = 
F ( 11, 157) = 
Prob > F = 
R-squared = 
















Total I 54.8284024 168 .,326359538
drive | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply I . 0217709 .0227767 0. 96 0.341 -.0232174 .0667592
recreation | .0132267 . 0235973 0.56 0. 576 -.0333824 .0598358
water qual~y | -.0119239 .0277497 -0.43 0. 668 -.0667348 .042887
revenue | .0317145 .0295608 1.07 0.285 -.0266736 .0901026
conservation | . 0511235 .0287488 1.78 0. 077 -.0056608 . 1079078
riparian | -.0010691 .0218454 -0.05 0. 961 -.0442178 .0420797
wildlife h~t | - . 060475 .0291677 -2 . 07 0.040 -.1180867 -.0028634
water trea~e I -.0167359 .0218087 -0.77 0.444 -.0598121 .0263403
aesthetic I . 0116052 .0245146 0.47 0. 637 -.0368158 .0600262
cultural I -.0193489 .0260752 -0 .74 0. 459 -.0708525 . 0321546
agricultural I .0255436 .0265045 0. 96 0. 337 -.0268078 .077895
cons | 1.234183 1.061235 1.16 0.247 -.8619559 3 . 330323
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Regression of seeing "Lamprey" signs on river characteristics ranking:













Number of obs = 169
F( 11, 157) = 1.17
Prob > F = 0.3143
R-squared = 0.0756
Adj R-squared = 0.0108
Root MSE = .60988
sign | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 1 11 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | .0386158 . 02507 1. 54 0.125 -.0109022 .0881338
recreation | -.0080553 .0263307 -0.31 0.760 -.0600635 .0439529
water qual~y | -.0439404 .0307112 -1.43 0.154 -.1046009 . 0167201
revenue | -.0427235 .0314504 -1.36 0. 176 -.104844 . 0193971
conservation | .0059082 .0325232 0. 18 0.856 -.0583312 . 0701476
riparian | -.0176355 .0239418 -0.74 0. 462 -.0649251 .0296541
wildlife h~t | -.045821 . 0316736 -1.45 0. 150 -.1083823 .0167403
water trea~e I -.0177069 . 0237149 -0.75 0.456 -.0645483 . 0291346
aesthetic I .0040628 .0268004 0.15 0.880 - . 048873 .0569986
cultural | .0172478 . 0278589 0. 62 0. 537 -.0377789 . 0722745
agricultural | .0015628 .0287701 0 . 05 0. 957 -.0552636 .0583892
cons | 2.048351 1.155205 1.77 0. 078 -.2333974 4.330099
Regression of community discourse about the river on river characteristics 
ranking:
Source I SS df MS Number of obs = 155
------------------------------ + ---------------------------------------------------------------------  F (  1 1 /  1 4 3 )  = o . 8 8
Model I 4.50411211 11 .409464737 Prob > F = 0.5593
Residual I 66.3733072 143 .464149002 R-squared = 0.0635
-------------- +---------------------------------  Adj R-squared = -0.0085
Total | 70.8774194 154 .460242983 Root MSE = .68128
community ~s | Coef. Std. Err. t P> 111 [95% Conf. Interval]
water supply | .042848 . 0284714 1.50 0. 135 -.0134312 .0991271
recreation | .0206699 . 0301595 0. 69 0. 494 -.0389462 . 080286
water qual~y | .037451 . 0354546 1.06 0. 293 -.0326317 .1075338
revenue | .0542347 .0364159 1.49 0.139 -.0177484 . 1262178
conservation | .0685948 . 0376962 1.82 0. 071 -.005919 .1431086
riparian | .0169417 . 0272723 0. 62 0. 535 -.0369672 . 0708507
wildlife h~t | -.0100615 .0362649 1 o 00 0. 782 -.0817461 .061623
water trea~e | .0369602 . 0267964 1.38 0. 170 -.016008 .0899284
aesthetic | .0546759 .0305868 1.79 0. 076 -.0057847 .1151365
cultural I -.0014103 .0321437 -0.04 0. 965 -.0649484 .0621279
agricultural | .0390454 .0334134 1. 17 0.245 - . 0270026 .1050934
cons | -1.281128 1.294598 -0. 99 0.324 -3.840149 1.277893
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